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A car pulled up beside the apartment building, its blue and grey
matte colours blending in with the cement curb. Harper, drinking
a glass ofwater and looking out the fifth floor window, saw the car
pull up. His eyes darted to the LED display on the microwave. The
clean, digital numbers showed the time: nine in the morning. The
car was exactly on time. They were always exactly on time.
“Evie!” Harper, putting down his glass, called across the
apartment. He didn’t need to yell, it wasn’t a very big place, but he
wanted her to hurry. “The car’s here.” He turned away from the
window, heading towards the door.
The phone in his pocket started to buzz, but Harper ignored it.
He knew it was a message from the car announcing its arrival,
making him anxious to get moving.
“Gimme a minute,” Evie called out from the bathroom. “I'm
almost ready.”
Harper sighed with frustration. In the seven years they had been
together, he couldn’t remember a single time they were early for
something.
“Come on Evie,” He moaned, rubbing his forehead. A dull
headache caused by a listless sleep throbbed in the background.
“I’m coming, I’m coming,” Evie danced in the bathroom
doorway while she put on her shoe.
With her dark hair bouncing around, Evie reached for the wall as
she balanced on one leg. Harper noticed her nails as she pressed her
hand against the wall; they were painted like cartoon pieces of
sushi. They made him chuckle.
“When did you paint your nails?” He asked as Evie straightened
herselfout.
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With her feet firmly on the ground, Evie bent her fingers,
looking at the cartoon sushi.
“These?” She raised an eyebrow. “A couple of days ago. You’re
just noticing?” She shot him a playful grin.
Harper walked into the hallway, leaving the front door open
while he waited. He kept an eye out for their cat. She had a habit of
bolting for the hallway whenever she got the chance. Nothing
would ever happen. She’d scamper down the hall, stopping to smell
the doors that led to other people’s homes. Harper didn’t hear the
jangle ofher bell and figured she was asleep somewhere. Maybe she
was tucked between the covers on their bed or passed out in the
bottom of a laundry basket. Oh, the life ofa cat, Harper thought,
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they get to sleep all day and not worry about work and not having
enough money.
“We don’t want to be late for this.” Harper grumbled, moving
back into the apartment to see what was keeping Evie.
She had stopped in front of the second bedroom. The room
they planned on painting in either soft blue or pink and putting a
crib in. She had a smile on her face while the soft, morning light
made her skin glow. It melted Harper’s heart. He moved back into
the apartment, closing the door behind him, and stopped behind
Evie. Harper wrapped his arms around her waist. She leaned into
him.
“We’re really going to do this, aren’t we?” Her voice was soft and
light. It was the tone she used whenever she was being completely
sincere.
“We sure are,” Harper kissed the top ofher head. “But not ifwe
don’t get a move on.”
“Ok, ok, ok,” Evie pushed him out the door.
They hurried out of the apartment, but before Harper closed
the door, he gave the future baby’s room one last look, imagining
the future it would hold.
The car drove silently through the soft morning light. Traffic
moved like clockwork -- the cars organizing themselves. All Evie
and Harper had to do was look out the windows and dwell on their
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anxiety.
“What did your brother and Sophie all pick?” Evie asked, staring
at the cars and buildings with wide, brown eyes.
Harper knew they had talked about this before: they talked
about it when their nephew, Kennedy, was born; they talked about
it the night they decided to have a baby; they talked about it when
they were bored, or when genetics came up, or when they talked
about the past. Talking about Brandon and Sophie -- Harper’s
brother and sister-in-law -- wasn’t just gossip, but a way to form
their own thoughts and values. Evie needed to figure out what she
wanted to do, and asking about others was her way of doing it.
Harper knew it was how Evie processed decisions and never
minded talking it out -- no matter how many times they had the
same conversation.
“He says,” Harper reached across the seat and squeezed Evie’s
hand. “That they only went with all the disease protection stuff.
No cosmetic or personality.”
“Really?” Evie reacted like it was the first time she heard that
piece ofinformation.
“Really,” Harper said with doubt, the word slow and heavy in
his mouth. “But I don’t buy it. Kennedy has green eyes. No one in
our family has ever had green eyes. No one. I can’t speak for
Sophie’s side, but I’m pretty sure you need genes from both parents
to have green eyes.”
“Why would they lie about it?” Evie liked Brandon and Sophie,
but she had a hard time understanding them.
“I dunno, Brandon is weird like that. He didn’t tell anyone in
the family how well his business was doing until they moved into
that giant house.”
“So you think they picked other traits?” Evie’s heart sank.
“Probably. Think about it.” Harper raised an eyebrow. “When
Kennedy was a baby, did you ever hear him cry?”
Before she could reply, the car pulled up to the doctor’s office.
Evie got out first, the morning air warm and fresh on her skin -- a
perfect July morning. Standing on the curb, she waited while
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Harper paid for the ride. He took a moment to look at the digital
display covering the dash. The cost of the ride was the only thing
on the clear display -- numbers in smooth, white lines, floating
against an ethereal background. Harper looked at the number,
running the cost against what was in their account.
Glass doors slid apart as they walked into the waiting room. The
air was cold and smelt sterile, like cleaner and disinfectant -- the
smell of a doctor’s office. The taste of tongue depressors and the
feeling of stiff paper on the patient’s table flashed in Evie’s mind.
Some things never change. A voice chimed in both of their ears as
they entered the room.
“The doctor will see you in just a couple minutes. Please take a
seat and we’ll let you know when he’s ready.” The voice was
pleasant and invisible.
“See,” Evie scolded Harper affectionately. “We weren’t going to
be late. All that fuss for nothing.”
“Well, we’re always late.” Harper rolled his eyes as he sat on one
ofthe uncomfortable chairs in the waiting room.
“We’re not always late.” Evie sat beside him.
Looking around, her eyes found the blank pile of magazines
sitting on the coffee table. They all looked identical -- plain white
sheets of TruPaper stacked on top of each other. Evie reached for
one. As she touched it, the white cover filled with digital images
and icons. Her eyes scanned through them before settling on a feed
and opening the cover. Pictures and words splashed across the
pages -- information the people she followed wanted to share. She
scrolled through them, stopping on a picture of her nephew,
Kennedy. She thought back to what Harper said in the car as the
pages filled with memories of Kennedy. She looked through them.
He really was a cute baby and was growing up into a model child.
There were pictures of him playing baseball and a video of him
making a home run. All the pictures and videos were about some
type of physical activity. Even the family photos were mostly of
them jogging. I should really take up jogging, Evie thought as she
looked at the picture.
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The more she saw of Kennedy, the more she realized that his
parents must have picked some options. Evie switched to Sophie’s
feed, the pages filling with new information, and started to creep
her in-laws. She was looking for something specific: green eyes.
There were none. Harper leaned over and saw what she was
looking at.
“Thinking about Kennedy?” he asked while his arm found its
way around her shoulder, pulling her closer.
“I think you’re right. I’m creeping Sophie’s family and no one
has green eyes. I just don’t get why they would lie about it. Most
people brag about the options they pick.
Harper shrugged.
“It doesn’t matter,” Reaching over, he closed the magazine
cover. “Don’t compare yourself to Brandon and Sophie. They’re
great, but we’re not them. Who cares what they did? They live in a
big house and we live in an apartment; it doesn’t mean they’re
better than us.”
“I know, I know.” Evie threw the TruPaper on the table.
“The doctor is ready for you.” the pleasant voice chimed in their
ears.
Dr. Matheson was a beautiful man: A tailored doctor’s jacket
hugged his muscular frame; all his features looked like they had
been sculpted. He stood behind a desk covered with a flat, digital
display. A wall of windows stood behind him, looking onto a golf
course. Geese floated across a picturesque pond in front of a wellmanicured green. A couple of men in bright shirts with putters in
their hands stood near the hole. They squinted through the
morning sunlight, judging their putts.
Harper had worked at a golf course one summer during high
school. He worked in maintenance, spending every morning raking
sand traps and cutting grass. The shifts were early, but that had
been fine with Harper. In the early hours before the course filled
up, it was cool, the sun was soft, and the course slick with morning
dew. Drenched in quiet morning peace, the course had looked
perfect -- a perfect, nature-themed landscape. But every day was
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filled with effort to keep it looking that way; to make nature that
perfect, it had to be tamed, groomed, and altered.
“Good morning!” Dr. Matheson moved across the office to
greet them. “I’m so happy that you stopped by today.” He flashed a
toothy grin.
“We’re glad to be here,” Evie replied, matching his enthusiasm.
“But I think we’re both a little anxious.”
“Who wouldn’t be?” The doctor pulled out their chairs before
moving behind his desk and sitting down. “You’re going to have a
baby, that gets everyone a little nervous. I’m sure you’ll feel a
thousand times better once we discuss everything.” His green eyes
stared at them from behind clear, stylish glasses.
“I sure hope so.” Harper looked past the doctor and towards the
golfers.
“Where do we start?” asked Evie. She was eager to get on with it,
see what all the options were.
“Well, let’s start with something simple. The most basic decision
there is, boy or girl?” His smile stretched wide, revealing two rows
ofperfect teeth.
Evie and Harper looked at each other.
“Well --” Harper started.
“We want to leave that one to fate,” Evie interrupted, finishing
his sentence.
“Exactly,” Harper agreed.
The doctor nodded his head and looked towards his desk. With
a couple flicks ofhis fingertips, a digital projection appeared beside
him -- a floating blank screen waiting to show miracles.
“We can certainly do that. More and more couples are making
the same decision. Some things are just better left to nature, and
gender is one of them. Let’s take a look at our basic health and
disease prevention package. It’s by far what most parents are
interested in.”
The floating display beside him filled with well-designed
graphic icons. All ofthem were minimalist white images with heavy
font underneath. One said, Genetic Disorder Prevention, while
STRAY
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another said, Cancer Prevention. The other icons, about a dozen or
so, all had similar titles -- stifflanguage promising prosperity.
“As you can see,” continued the doctor, “we cover genetic
options for a tremendous amount of disease prevention and basic
health advantages.”
“I can see that.” Harper felt overwhelmed by all the options; he
didn’t even know there were that many ways to get sick.
“It is a lot,” the doctor chuckled. “But don’t feel overwhelmed.
These are all the possible option categories. We’ve already gone
through both ofyour genes and created a custom-made option that
will ensure your child is born healthy, strong, and free ofdisease.”
“You have?” Evie seemed surprised. “We just sent off the data
this morning.” She remembered using the cotton swab while she
was getting ready. It was halfthe reason why she was running late.
“Everything is very fast. Our computers have already run all the
options and picked the best course of alteration for basic health
advantages.”
“What about disease prevention?” Harper asked.
His grandmother flashed in his head. Harper hardly
remembered her, just a snapshot from a childhood memory: a sick,
skeletal woman with little hair lying on a bed. She died ofcancer.
“We’ve already gone through the possible modifications for
cancer prevention, but it’s part ofa separate package. We provide all
the statistical data -- the probabilities -- of your future child
contracting certain diseases. Some parents don’t want to go the
extra step when there’s just a small probability that their child will
develop cancer and opt out.”
“If there’s even a chance, though.” Evie didn’t like risks,
especially ones regarding their future children.
“I feel exactly the same way,” the doctor agreed, nodding
sympathetically. “When it came to my son, we didn’t even want to
entertain the idea. It’s all about giving them the best chance, isn’t
it?”
They both nodded their heads.
“So you’re both set on the basic health and disease prevention
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packages, full-scale?” Dr. Matheson lowered his head slightly, his
eyes peering over the top ofhis glasses.
“Of course.” Harper nodded. He was concerned about money,
but the health ofhis future child was worth more than anything.
Dr. Matheson waved his hand across the display. Most of the
icons disappeared, but a handful of icons grew bigger to fill the
space. The titles on these were things like Mental Health Positivity
and Depression and Anxiety Avoidance.
“Now,” The doctor slowed his speech and lessened his smile.
“Mental health falls under an entirely different package.”
“That seems strange.” Harper was slightly annoyed. “Aren’t they
all about basic health?”
“Yes,” Dr. Matheson agreed. “But mental health is a bit more
sensitive. It starts to get into the area ofpersonality arrangement.”
“What?” Evie was confused.
“Well, for some creative types, a dash of depression can do
wonders. Did you know Abraham Lincoln was prone to
depression?”
“No,” Harper replied.
“Some people have speculated that was why he worked so hard
and achieved such great things.”
“Huh.” Harper found that interesting. He never pictured
Honest Abe to be sad -- stoic, but not sad.
“Did you two want to see the personality arrangement and
physical potential packages? It might be good to see those before
getting into the mental health options.” Dr. Matheson asked the
question pleasantly, but with a probing tone.
“Why not?” Evie looked at Harper. “It’s not like we have to pick
anything today, right?”
Dr. Matheson nodded. The icons vanished from the display
before being replaced with a new set of smaller icons and words.
These ones had titles like Height, Weight and Muscle Development
and Eye and Hair Color. Harper was reminded of his nephew
when he saw the plain, white graphic for eye colour.
“Now,” Dr. Matheson sat perfectly straight in his chair, his
STRAY
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hands folded together and resting on his desk. “These options are
all part ofour premium package and aren’t covered by government
insurance programs.”
Harper gulped.
“But the benefits for your family can be astronomical,” Dr.
Matheson continued. “We can help provide your child with the
perfect foundation for whatever you think they will be successful
at.”
“How will we know what they’ll be successful at? They’re not
even conceived yet.” Evie frowned.
“Think of your own life. Your child will be similar to both of
you. Just imagine what trajectory your life could have taken if
nature had given you a little more of whatever you needed.” His
smile was unmoving. “You can do that for your future child.” He
started to tap on the icons, making them vanish. “We have a small
video on the premium package. Sometimes it’s better to see the
results than to hear about them.”
The presentation that followed was filled with images of people
that were too good to be true. All of them were beautiful with
perfect smiles and teeth.
“Think of all the money and pain that will be saved without
needing braces.” the doctor said when they got to dental images.
He showed them videos of athletes excelling in countless sports,
of an artist producing beautiful works with a smile on her face, of
business people closing deals and driving fancy cars. The doctor
explained the options behind each one. How they were able to alter
just the right genes to modify personalities -- in subtle ways -- so the
upcoming generation could excel at whatever they set their mind
to.
“There’s nothing more important you’ll do,” Dr. Matheson said
as he finished showing them the presentation. “For your child than
the decisions that you make here.” He leaned back in his chair with
a warm and confident smile -- the smile ofa salesman.
The couple looked towards each other again. Their eyes spoke a
shorthand that they knew well.
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“How much are we talking here for the premium packages?”
Harper dreaded the answer.
The display cleared and a number appeared in the center. Below
it was a list of the alterations, each one itemized and costed. It was
more than they made in years.
“Can we have a minute?” Evie asked shyly, her voice caught in
her throat.
“Of course, of course. Take your time. Can I get you anything,
coffee, tea?” The doctor rose from his chair. They both declined.
Placing a hand on Evie’s shoulder, looking down at her and
smiling, Dr. Matheson said, “Let me know when you’re ready.”
The door closed, filling the room with an awkward silence. Not
able to look at Evie, Harper stared ahead, vacantly watching the
golf course outside. Two more golfers were on the green. One held
the pin while the other made a long putt. The ball curved on the
manicured grass, and at the last moment, the man lifted the pin,
the ball disappearing into the hole. Harper looked away from the
window. One ofthem would have to say it.
“We can’t afford this, there’s no way.” The number glared at him
from the screen.
“I know,” Evie rubbed her forehead. “What’s it like without any
of the personality and physical stuff?” She looked towards the
display as it automatically adjusted the price. It was still expensive,
but more reasonable. Evie sighed and looked towards her shoes.
“We could swing that,” Harper said encouragingly. He hated
seeing Evie sad -- especially when it was something they were
supposed to be excited about.
“How?” Evie looked at him with tears in her eyes.
“We could take out a loan. Or, I could always ask Brandon for
help.”
“No, we can’t do that.” She shook her head.
“It’s not about us,” Harper said softly, placing his hand on top of
Evie’s. “It’s about our baby. Let’s do the basic health stuff and go
through the disease probabilities. That’s all we’ll do; we can afford
that.”
STRAY
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“Ya,” Evie replied, mulling over the idea. Looking at the display,
she ran budgets in her head. Ifthey were smart about it, they could
do it.
“Plus,” Evie looked at Harper as excitement returned to her eyes.
“The kid is going to be a combo ofme and you, they don’t need all
those bells and whistles. Our kid is going to do great -- better than
great -- all on their own.”
“Exactly!” Harper smiled before leaning over and kissing her.
“It’s decided, basic health package and our oh, so amazing genes.”
They spoke the doctor’s name to no one, and a moment later he
was walking back into the office.
“You had a chance to talk it over?” The doctor took his place
behind the desk.
“We sure did,” Harper said, nodding his head confidently.
“We’ll go with the basic health package and go through the
disease stats,” Evie asserted, matching Harper’s confidence.
“Are you sure?” A wave of concern washed over Dr. Matheson’s
face.
“It would be great to pull out all the stops,” Harper explained.
“But we’re on a pretty tight budget, and we want there to be some
mystery.” They looked at each other and nodded in unison.
“I can relate to that.” The doctor lied, twisting his face into a
sympathetic expression. “But there is a low-cost personality option
that’s perfect for people on a budget.” He turned to the display,
waving away the icons and pulling up a single option -- a tile with a
simple, round happy face; its title was Guaranteed Happiness.
“What is it?” Evie asked cautiously.
“It’s a more simple alteration and addition than the other
packages we were looking at, but the effects are profound,” Dr.
Matheson replied, his salesman smile returning.
“Why didn’t you mention this earlier?” Harper sat forward,
staring at the white graphic.
“The option is --” He took a calculated pause. “A bit of a
compromise.”
“Can you just please explain what it is?” Evie didn’t trust his lack
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ofdirectness.
“The options I’ve been showing you are becoming increasingly
popular with couples ofall types, all over the world --”
“We already said we weren’t interested,” Harper interrupted
him. “Our kid will be fine with our genes.”
“I’m sure they will be, but let me show you something.” Dr.
Matheson nodded in agreement as the icon unfolded, turning into
a simple graph with two competing lines. “This graph shows
natural conceptions compared to altered births. As you can see,
more and more people are choosing options like the ones we went
through today.” The glowing light of the display twisted and
distorted in the clear frames of his glasses. “The generation your
child will be born into will be made up of children who have been
given an incredible foundation.” He turned and looked at them -waiting for the question he knew they would ask.
“I’m sorry,” Evie stared at the graph. “Are you trying to say that
our kid will be a freak or something?”
“No, not at all.” His voice was charming and sincere. “Ofcourse
not. But there is a reality here I think we all need to address: the
competition surrounding your child will be extreme. It will be
difficult -- economically and professionally -- for them to compete
with their peers.” A look ofdire concern spread across his face.
“Can’t we pick a handful ofoptions then?” Harper glared. “Give
them a bit ofan edge?”
“We could.” Dr. Matheson shook his head. “But I’m afraid that
would be the most tragic option of all. They would have some
natural talent, but not enough complementary traits to really
compete and excel. I hate to say it, but all you’d be giving your child
is false hope.”
“False hope?” Evie’s voice was heartbroken. “That’s an awful
thing to say!”
“I wish it wasn’t true.” The doctor leaned back, folding his
hands together. “But we all just want what’s best for our kids, and
sometimes that’s hearing the hard truth.”
“Fine,” resigned Harper. “What are you trying to sell us on
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here?” He crossed his arms and glared at the display. The graph
transformed back into the smiling Guaranteed Happiness icon.
“The Guaranteed Happiness option,” Dr. Matheson explained,
“is a simple way to ensure a lifetime of happiness for your child.
What we do is make some subtle genetic tweaks and additions to
their personality -- surface level adjustments, really. The result is a
personality where their happiness levels are more manageable.”
“More manageable?” Evie didn’t like where this was going.
“Let’s face it, it will be impossible for your child to compete with
their peers. Ifthey try to find happiness through achievement, well,
they’ll just be in for a life of disappointment. What we offer is a
personality adjustment where your child will be happy, no matter
what circumstances life hands them.” He leaned back, smiling his
salesman smile.
The car ride back felt tenser than the one to the office. Neither
ofthem spoke, but they knew they were going to have a fight. Evie
and Harper didn’t fight very often, but when they did it was a
practiced routine: Harper would get pouty, quiet, and hide away
somewhere waiting for Evie’s attention; Evie would get sad and
want to move past it, willing to compromise if she couldn’t
convince Harper to her side. This was different; it wasn’t about
their feelings; it was about the future of their yet-to-be baby. It
wasn’t until half-way back that Evie decided to give in and break
the silence.
“It’s a terrible idea, Harper.” She said the blunt words softly.
“We can’t do that to them.”
He looked up at her with tightly drawn lips. “You think
throwing them into a race with a scooter when everyone else has
motorbikes is fair?” Harper, despite the negative atmosphere, felt
clever for coming up with the metaphor.
“We don’t know what the future is going to be like,” Evie argued
as the car stopped outside their apartment building. “We turned
out fine, didn’t we?” She asked, slamming the car door behind her.
Harper didn’t reply until they were walking towards the
entrance, “Did we?” He shoved the outdated, metal key into the
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lock. “Maybe we shouldn’t have a kid at all.” He opened the
building door, turning his back on Evie.
“Don’t say that!”
“Why not?” His tone was angry, defeated. “What can we really
offer them? How are they going to feel when they see their
cousin?”
They rode the elevator in silence, both of them looking away
from each other -- no flirty glances or excited daydreams. The
elevator stopped. In a huff, Harper stormed down the hall and
threw open the apartment door. With a meow and a dash, their cat
jolted through the open door. Harper didn’t even give her a glance
as she raced past him. Evie chased her down the hall and picked her
up.
“You’re happy, aren’t you?” She asked, kissing the top ofthe cat’s
head.
Sure she is, thought Evie. She remembered watching something
about cats and how they became domesticated. The video
explained how cats domesticated themselves. Once people started
storing wheat -- way back in the ancient past -- it attracted mice and
vermin. The cats made themselves at home, and the ones who got
along with people -- the happy ones -- got to reproduce. Walking
into the apartment, Evie put the cat down and closed the door.
Fine, Evie thought as she walked towards the empty baby’s
room, be pouty. Their bedroom door was closed and she assumed
Harper was stewing behind it. Lingering in the doorframe, she
looked over the room. Had scientists figured out the key to
happiness? It couldn’t be that simple, she thought. Evie sighed as the
cat rubbed up against her leg.
“What do you think we should do?” She looked at the tiny,
black cat with a tired smile.
The cat looked up at Evie with bright green eyes and meowed.
STRAY
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Rows and rows of white helices stretched from the ground to
the high ceiling, the green plumes of leaves and fauna on their
tubing the only colour in the stark room; everything else was either
antiseptic white -- matching the pure UV light -- or muted shades
of grey. Hunched forward, her eyes looking over the uniform
leaves, Cora searched for any sign of trouble: a different tone of
green, tears in the waxy skin, wilted leaves, a stunted plant. There
were none. There never was.
“Esme?” Cora asked as she stood up, stretching out the muscles
in her back. “Could you drop the tubing on this one? I want to
check the roots.”
“Something wrong?” Esme moved beside her, looking at the
twisting row ofplants.
“No.” Cora shook her head. “I just want to double check.”
“Sure thing.”
The plastic tubing of the hydroponic system vanished, revealing
clusters ofthin, almost translucent roots swaying in the gentle flow
ofnutrient-rich water.
Hunching forward again, Cora looked over the thin strands,
their tiny filaments ethereal in the spiral ofwater. Everything was as
it should be, just like always, but Cora still worried.
“Everything is just dandy,” Esme said as she hunched over,
matching Cora’s level. The purple tint to Esme’s eyes became
brighter as the UV light fell over her, highlighting the features of
her face: a generic nose and mouth, a generic brow and hairstyle -- a
standard portrayal of an average person drawn from thousands of
aggregate images. “I’ll be here the whole time, and in the slim
chance something goes wrong, I’ll get ahold ofyou.”
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“I know, I know, I know.” Cora pinched the bridge of her nose
and closed her small eyes. The plastic tubing reappeared, hiding the
suspended streams ofwater and roots. She sighed.
“Everything alright?” Esme, without any gesture or sign, made
the whole sprawling warehouse of helices vanish, returning the
room to its natural state, free of the projected holograms of the
floors above them. Without the projections, the room was simple:
a desk tucked into the corner; a window that looked out onto the
snow-covered city; a bookshelf with only one row filled; a tiger
mouse on the window sill, his tail flickering back and forth as he
watched the falling snow.
Looking at the tiger mouse, Cora shook her head. “Yes, no? I
dunno?” She rubbed her forehead, her short nails pressing into
lines ofwrinkles that most people her age didn’t have.
“What’s up?” Esme’s tone became soft and comforting -- the
tone ofa friend.
Cora’s stare lingered on the tiger mouse, taking in the details of
the small, robotic animal: the black stripes ribboned across orange
fur, the simulated flame at the tip of his long, whip-like tail, the
tiny black beads for eyes.
“After work.” The words hung at the edges of Cora’s mouth,
taking a last moment before being spoken, before turning from a
private idea into something more. “I’m going to get rid of Willis.”
She nodded at the tiger mouse, turning her eyes away from the
well-designed animal. “And get a new pet.” Saying it out loud
dropped a stone into Cora’s throat, bringing tears to the edges of
her eyelids.
“That’s a good idea.” Esme sat on the desk, crossing her legs and
resting her head between her hands. “You gotta move on, and let’s
be honest, Willis isn’t really your style.”
Cora let out a chuckle, which made the stone in her throat weigh
even more. “I know,” she replied. “But Willis is the last thing I have
from Kai. After that...”
“After that you’re free. You should be happy.” Raising her
eyebrows, Esme looked at Cora with a gentle, reassuring expression.
STRAY
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“You and Kai were a terrible fit, Cora. You know that. Sure,
breakups suck, no doubt, but this is a chance to redefine yourself.
What better way than getting a new pet?” She shot a glare at Willis
the tiger mouse. “And look at that thing! It’s so not you. quBixs are
for people who just want to look trendy -- so not you.”
“I know,” Cora agreed, her heavy eyes sinking their stare to the
floor. “I never liked Willis, not really, but this will be the first
Christmas without Kai since I moved to the city. First time
spending the holidays alone.”
“I can come by,” Esme offered, getting off the desk and moving
closer to Cora. “We can watch some Christmas holos, you can drink
a bottle ofwine. It’ll be a great time. You don’t need Kai and his oh
so cool friends.”
“Thanks, Esme, but I’ll be alright.” Cora put on a weak, tired
smile.
“The offer is always there, I’m just a message away.” Esme walked
past Willis and shook her head. “Any idea what type of pet you’re
going to get?”
Cora hesitated, debating if she wanted to tell Esme or not. She
knew the pet she had in mind would raise a few eyebrows, get a few
laughs -- pushing Cora further away from the people around her.
But Esme wasn’t a person. Thinking ofthe pet, Cora knew finding
one was a long shot, but even the thought warmed her mind,
chasing Kai and the breakup to the edges of her thoughts. She
decided to tell Esme.
“There was a cat I got as a kid -- one of those early r-pets, you
know?”
“Still based off of organic neurals?” Leaning back, Esme looked
surprised, which rarely, ifever, happened.
“Ya.” Embarrassed, Cora walked towards the window and
looked out at the city. Countless lights shone from the snow
covered-terraces, filling the otherwise bleak cityscape with dots of
colour -- green and red, gold and star white. “I looked up an
antique pet store, figured they might have one.”
“What model?”
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“A B.W.L. Stray, can’t remember the year. The company is long
gone, I think they only made one or two pet models.”
“Two,” Esme confirmed. “That Stray model and the Feisty
Ferret.” Esme laughed at something that came into her
consciousness. “They made their ferret smell like an o-ferret.”
“So?” Cora stared at her. She didn’t know what an o-ferret
smelled like.
“Have you smelt an o-ferret? They smell awful! No wonder
B.W.L. went bust.” Walking towards the door, Esme asked, “You
want me to check with the store? See ifthey have a B.W.L. Stray?”
“No.” Cora shook her head. “I want to go in person. They
probably won’t, it’s from like twenty years ago, and Strays weren’t
popular even then. It’s just nice not knowing, not right away at
least. You know?”
“I wouldn’t.” Esme shrugged her shoulders.
“I guess you wouldn’t.” Cora looked for the right words. “It’s
like being nervous, kinda anxious and hopeful all at once, not
knowing ifthey’ll have it or not.”
“Sounds uncomfortable.” Esme lingered in front of the door,
her standard purple eyes making contact with Cora’s unaltered
brown eyes. “Well, if you’re going shopping, you’d better head out
soon -- avoid the rush ofpeople leaving the farm. I just checked the
status of the meat labs, and they’re almost wrapped for the day.
Good luck trying to get an elevator when they all punch out.”
“They’re almost done?” A well-worn look of worry rippled
across Cora’s face. “How can they almost be done? Don’t they
have to grow some twenty thousand full turkeys?”
“Not this year. Trend analytics showed a higher demand for
ham, and we caught the demand increase months back. The meat
people are killing it this year. Less than one percent inefficiency.”
“Shit.” Cora welcomed the flood of stress; it muted Kai’s
presence in her thoughts. “How are we doing? We haven’t even
looked into the parsnip increase, or reallocated the Yukon Gold
Nutri-Dense helices for NonBit Brussel Sprouts.” A flood of stats
rushed into the flow of her thoughts -- numbers derived from
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anticipated holiday dinners.
“All figured out. When we were doing the inspection and
talking about pets, I got everything ready to go.” With a small nod
ofher head, Esme made a projected window full ofnumbers appear
in the air. “All you gotta do is make some confirmations and you’re
good to get the fuck outta here -- find that cat ofyours.”
“But --” Cora protested.
“But nothing,” Esme interrupted her. “I’ve got my shit covered,
you know I do. In all the years ofworking together, we’ve had zero
mistakes. You can just confirm here, there’s no need to go through
all the meta.”
Lowering her eyes again, Cora flirted with the idea of letting go
and confirming Esme’s decisions without going over the logic
chains herself. Esme was right; in the five years they worked
together -- the entire time Cora had lived in the city and worked in
the vertical farm -- Esme had never been off, not even by a single
head ofVitRich Romaine. People joked that A.I. handlers only had
to say yes to the decisions the computers made, but Cora took her
job seriously; it was part of her genetic coding. But on that day,
watching the tiger mouse wash his tiny face with orange paws, Cora
let go, acting out ofcharacter by caring about herselfmore than the
vertical farm.
“I think you’re right,” she gave in.
“Of course I am,” Esme replied smugly, folding her arms and
smiling. “Now, we’ve got a hundred and thirty items to confirm.
Let’s hustle.”
The two women -- one organic and the other a projection of a
large A.I. system woven into the chemistry ofcommon life -- rattled
out a series of questions and answers at a lightning fast pace. The
confirmations were all similar, just dropping and adding different
terms:
“Row eleven of HealthBount Butternut Squash needs volume
increase of three times based on metadata represented in Urban
Food Demand Data Collection and Analysis Chart Five Point Six
Point Nine. Confirm?”
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“Confirmed.”
In little less than half an hour, they made over a hundred
decisions that would provide the city’s residents with the root
vegetables for their holiday meals. It was the first time Cora ever
rushed through her work -- making her an anomaly in the
skyscraper that housed the farm -- but it made her feel good; it
made her feel like someone other than Cora; someone who didn’t
care as much; someone whose parents had paid for the GH -Guaranteed Happiness -- genetic alteration before they were
conceived, making Cora feel like everyone else she knew: free ofthe
twins ofanxiety and depression.
“I called a ride,” Esme explained after the last confirmation, “but
it’s gonna be a little while -- ten minutes and a bit.”
“Ten minutes?” Cora whined, her anxiety finding another crack
to slither out from. “Why so long?”
“Traffic flow got focused to an apt-1 community. There wasn’t
much expectancy in our neck of the woods for right now.” Esme
shrugged. “It happens.”
“How are the meat floors doing?” Cora shuddered with the
thought of being caught in their rush. Most of the vertical farm
employees worked on the meat floors, growing and cultivating
endless types of animal proteins that were all flesh and no mind.
When they punched out, the elevators slowed to a crawl. Being
trapped in an elevator with the meat workers wasn’t pleasant either;
they carried a dense smell -- a mixture ofalcohol, burnt rubber, and
ramen -- on their clothes and hair. “We’re beating them now.
You’ve got at least thirty minutes before they punch out.” Esme
walked across the office, stopping at the window and bending
down to look at Willis.
“I do not get why Kai thought a quBix Tiger Mouse would be a
good pet for you.” Esme reached out to touch Willis, but with a
body made out of light coming from micro-projectors hidden in
the walls, her hand passed through the animal like a ghost’s.
“I dunno.” Cora frowned. “He said it would help me fit in, not
make me look so weird.”
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“Fuck him,” Esme chuckled. “What’s wrong with being weird?
He spends all his time to trying to look original -- well, original for
apt-2s -- isn’t that trying to be weird?”
“I wouldn’t know.” The weight of Kai returning, Cora looked
absently out the window as snow fell in tiny flakes, peppering the
grey sky with spots ofwhite.
Processing the response and pulling from memory, Esme figured
bringing up Kai again wasn’t the best decision. Cora’s slouch, her
head hanging low, and the tone of her words, all revealed her
heartache, making Esme, through artificial empathy, feel a pang of
the virtual equivalent to sadness.
“Sorry,” Esme offered while searching for a way to divert
attention away from Kai. “Do you have any memories of your
B.W.L. Stray? What was her name?” From her previous search,
Esme knew all the B.W.L. Stray models had been emulated female.
“I named her Stray -- thought it was a pretty word, and in a way,
a pretty name. I couldn’t imagine her as anything else than Stray.”
Reaching into her pocket, Cora pulled out her phone -- a thin,
nondescript rectangle ofmatte-black metal.
Reading the gaze ofher eyes, the phone came to life, projecting a
display on its surface. With simple stares and flicks ofher eyes, Cora
went through the collection of her memories stored in some
faraway server, pulled into the air by her command, and
reconstructed in her phone. Stored from decades earlier, she found
the right memory. Before prompting it, Cora let her gaze fall on
another icon that represented strings ofbroken data -- a simple line
drawing of a cat; it matched a small tattoo on Cora’s wrist, the tail
poking out from the cuffofher sweater.
“This is my favorite one.” A warm smile steeped in nostalgia
smoothed the lines on Cora’s face. “It’s when I first met Stray.” As
she spoke, the phone talked to the walls, passing information and
activating the projectors. Her office vanished, replaced with a
setting from her childhood.
Her father’s glasses, yesteryear’s technological marvels, had
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captured the moment. Through his eyes, they watched a Christmas
morning from a couple decades earlier play out. Cora, her brown
hair matching her dark eyes, wore a onesie covered in a pattern of
cartoon cats -- tails up, eyes big. A smile that only children can have
-- wide and uncontained, beaming with excitement -- filled her face
as she rushed to the Christmas tree. Underneath ofit were stacks of
boxes wrapped in glossy paper, tied with ribbons and bows.
“Hang on, hang on,” her father’s voice said. “Someone needs to
be Santa and hand out presents,” he explained, making Cora stop
in her tracks and bounce on the spot with anticipation.
“You want to be Santa, Cora?” her mother, Evie, asked with a
laugh from out ofview.
Cora shook her head with gusto, her short bob swaying back and
forth. “You do it!” She looked at her father, her smile revealing two
front teeth that angled slightly towards the inside ofher mouth -- a
feature of her smile that carried into adulthood; it was the reason
she learned to smile with her mouth closed.
“I’ll do it.” A voice -- high and childish, but masculine and firm
-- demanded from out ofview.
As her father’s head turned to look, Cora’s older cousin,
Kennedy, came into view. In the memory, he was eleven, but from
his posture to the sculpted like features of his face, he looked like a
little adult instead of a child. Even his clothes, well-fitted pajamas
and a bathrobe tied at the waist, had no hint ofchildhood to them.
Beside Kennedy, a black fox sat erectly, matching Kennedy’s gaze,
staring at Cora’s father, Harper.
“You sure you want to be Santa, Kennedy? It’s a lot of
responsibility,” Harper asked with a mock tone ofseriousness.
“Of course he is,” another firm voice, the voice of Cora’s uncle
Brandon, replied. “Kennedy says what he means, isn’t that right?”
Kennedy nodded his head, keeping his green eyes fixed on
Harper.
“Ok,” Harper agreed, looking towards Kennedy’s mother,
Sophie, for confirmation.
“Kennedy is just fantastic with responsibility,” Sophie gushed as
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she sat down on the couch. “It makes him excel.”
“Go for it, champ.” Harper moved aside, clearing a path
between Kennedy and the mountain of Christmas presents under
the tree. With slow steps, Kennedy and his black fox walked
towards the presents, scanning over the name tags on each one.
From Cora’s office, they watched as Kennedy divided the
presents, altering the random spattering ofgifts into stacks for each
person. He didn’t hand out any until they were separated and
organized. In the memory, Harper encouraged him to start dishing
them out, but Kennedy’s parents protested, saying it was the way
he thought and to encourage that. Meanwhile, the child version of
Cora vibrated with anticipation but didn’t say a word as she eagerly
watched her cousin stack the presents. In a methodical order,
Kennedy started to give them out while his fox sat guard in front of
the stacks ofgifts. Knowing nothing exciting happened during this
moment, adult Cora made a motion with her hand, speeding up
the memory around them -- regular movements became twitches,
steps became sprints, presents unwrapped with a furious, comical,
speed. She motioned again, the flow of time becoming normal, as
Kennedy came over with a large, square box bound with white
ribbons and covered in red and gold wrapping paper.
With small hands, the memory ofCora carefully unwrapped the
gift, untying the ribbons and pulling off the tape that held the
seams together. Unfolding the paper revealed a box made out of
stiff, hard cardboard. The B.W.L. logo -- a graphic ofa heart with a
cat in it -- covered the front of the box. The back was filled with
photos of a long-haired cat and elegant text listing the features of
the robotic pet. Cora’s eyes lit up. She broke her silence with a
sound that was somewhere between giggling and a squeal. Kennedy
stopped handing out presents, a frown folding his brow, and stared
at his cousin as she opened the box. His fox stared at her, too.
The moment that came next was one Cora returned to often,
both in her organic and digital memory. It was a moment, where
after begging, asking, and envying others for months, she got
exactly what she wanted -- even more than she wanted. It wasn’t
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the only moment in Cora’s life where that happened, but it was
singular in not being dictated by anxiety and fear, but by the
unbridled want that hallmarks childhood. This is how the moment
played out in the past and in the reconstruction surrounding her
and Esme at the office:
The box folded apart easily, little tabs pulled out of little slots.
Held inside by a plastic mold, a robotic cat sat in a frozen stance,
sitting on her hind legs, eyes dark and staring at nothing. With a
gentle touch, Cora eased the animal out ofthe packaging, looking it
over and taking in every detail of her soon-to-be best friend. The
lifeless animal had no temperature, but her weight was dense,
feeling like a real cat.
“Go ahead,” her father encouraged. “Tug on her ear and activate
her, she’ll only bond with whoever turns her on first.”
With a tiny, delicate pinch, Cora pulled on the cat’s soft, velvety
ear. In an instant, life filled the robotic animal: the dark eyes
became green and wide, black slits for pupils widening; synthetic
muscles tightened, rigidity and motion flooding her small body; a
meow floated into the air, scared and small. The cat looked up at
Cora, and in her only brief moment of uncanniness, froze for a
couple seconds while her electronic mind took in the details of the
child: the composition of her face, the unique smell profile
attributed to each person, the pitch, tone and frequency of Cora’s
voice. The B.W.L. Stray became warm in her arms.
As the cat studied and remembered her, Cora did the same. The
B.W.L. Stray had paws that were slightly too big, covered in thick
fur that turned into tufts between her toes. A light, blonde shade -like coffee with too much cream in it -- made up most of the cat’s
thick, long coat, but was cut with stripes ofdark brown and streaks
of softened copper. Her stomach, a mass of flowing, soft fur, was
the same colour as cream, matching the short fur covering her chin.
The mixture ofshades gave the B.W.L. Stray a quality ofautumn -the beautiful colour palette of a dying season embodied in an
animal. Just like her paws, the cat’s ears -- triangles a deeper shade of
copper -- and her whiskers -- long and crooked filaments of pure
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white -- were slightly too big; it gave her a kittenish look, even
though the model was based on an adult cat. Taking in these
details, Cora fell in love with the animal.
The uncanny, robotic moment ended as the cat struggled in
Cora’s arms, pushing against the childish grip before bounding
away. The cat, now free in the clutter ofwrapping paper and boxes,
saw Kennedy’s fox and darted around the mess, hiding behind the
Christmas tree. With flattened ears and pupil filled eyes, the cat let
loose a series of hisses at the other pet. The fox, following
Kennedy’s cues, did nothing but stare at the cat. The black animal
showed no emotion, but Kennedy lifted his eyebrows into a
sarcastic expression that only adults usually wear.
“What a reaction,” Brandon laughed. “I thought r-pets were
supposed to be well behaved!” His gravel-filled chuckles masked
the hissing ofthe robot.
Harper, lifting his legs and navigating around the mess of
Christmas morning, bounded over to the tree and laid flat on his
stomach.
“It’s based off a real cat, they altered as little as they could in
creating her mind. She acts just like the cat B.W.L. modeled her
after.” Lying on his stomach, peering past the pine needles and
dangling decorations, Harper motioned Cora to come over.
“You guys!” Sophie, out of sight but still loud, exclaimed,
“You’re such Naturalists, always pushing against alterations.” The
comment sparked off an argument between Sophie and Evie that
became background noise.
Harper, laying beside his daughter under the Christmas tree and
trying to coax out the frightened animal, asked with hushed words,
“What are you going to name her?”
Looking at him, her hair a mess and cheeks full of blush, Cora
said, “I want to name her Stray.”
“But that’s her model type.” Harper reached out a hand, letting
the cat sniff it. After a quick twitch of her orange nose, Stray
swatted at his hand and let out a hiss.
“Ya, but she’s a Stray, and I like it.” Cora reached out her hand,
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Stray sniffing it a little longer than Harper’s before licking it with a
tongue the texture ofwet sandpaper.
“Stray it is then.” In her organic memory, Cora remembered her
father’s face under the tree, eyes full oflove.
STRAY

“I hate to end this trip down memory lane,” Esme cut in, the
scene around them freezing into a tableau. “But the car will be here
super quick.”
“Ya.” Cora made the memory vanish, the bare office returning.
“That’s about it anyway.” She rushed to the door, grabbing her coat
and throwing it on as she moved.
“What a cutie, though,” Esme said with affection. “I hope you
find your Stray.” She looked at Cora with big eyes and a face full of
sympathy. “If you don’t, let me know and I’ll see if I can track one
down for you.”
“You’re the best, Esme.” Stopping, Cora wanted to reach over
and give Esme a hug, but reality stopped her: there was nothing to
hug but beams of light taking on the shape of a person. “Let me
know ifyou need me to confirm anything, ok? I don’t need a week
off, honestly, I don’t.”
“Will do, and if you need to chat or anything, shoot me a
message and I’ll drop in. No moping around, ok? And seriously,
fuck Kai -- you’re too good for that shit.”
“Come on, Willis.” Standing in the door, half in and half out,
Cora gave Esme a lingering look as the tiger mouse sprinted across
the room, climbed up Cora’s coat, and sat on her shoulder. “I’ll try
not to.”
“Say it,” Esme demanded as she leaned against the desk and
crossed her arms.
“Say what?”
“Fuck Kai and I will not be a mopey mess this Christmas.” Esme
raised her eyebrows and waited.
“Fuck Kai and I will not be a mopey mess this Christmas.”
Rolling her eyes, Cora said the words with a less than enthusiastic
tone. “Have a good Christmas, Esme.”
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“Impossible. You too.”
Cora raced down the hallway, the carpet muffling her footsteps
as she jogged towards the elevator. She felt bad that the car was
waiting on her even though it was just one car out ofthousands -- a
collection of machines communicating with each other to usher
people to the places they needed to go -- and didn’t feel anything at
all. Stepping into the elevator, she felt a pang of relief as the glass
box descended down the building, the snow-covered world outside
beautiful in its starkness. Standing beside Cora, another employee
of the vertical farm rode the elevator down with her. Neither of
them said anything, but Cora felt her presence in the silence around
them. Stopping at a floor before ground level, the person got out,
giving Cora a nod and a “happy holidays.” Cora, stumbling on her
words, mumbled out a reply that was more sound than language.
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The distance between the waiting car and the front entrance of
the vertical farm wasn’t much, just a few steps across a wide, icy
sidewalk lined with trees and gardens hidden by winter. In the cold
-- the wind whipping between skyscrapers, blowing up snow into
dancing twisters, spiraling into the air before vanishing into the
haze of fresh, falling snow -- the short trip made Cora shiver. She
pulled her coat up. With short, careful steps, she waddled towards
the domed car, compact and narrow, and sank into its warmth as
the door opened for her. Taking a seat on the side wall, Cora blew
on her hands before throwing her purse onto the center table. With
the familiar sound of electronic locks clicking, the car pulled into
the narrow road, wedging itself just inches from the other vehicles,
and moved into the seamless flow of traffic. Appearing above her
purse, a glowing map floated in the air, a pulsing dot representing
the car, while a timer counted down the minutes until she’d be at
the mall. Leaning against the soft seat, Cora let out a sigh and
looked out the glass ceiling at a dark sky framed by skyscrapers,
their garden terraces stacking snow drifts and shining with
countless lights.
With a squeak and small thud, Willis jumped from her shoulder
and landed on the table. Rising onto his hind legs, the tiger mouse
looked at Cora, the orange point ofhis nose smelling the air.
“What’s up, bud?” Cora leaned forward, putting out a finger for
the animal to clutch his front paws onto. “Sad to go?” Cora
thought she saw Willis nod his head. “It’s ok, someone else will buy
you in a minute, they’ll be a better owner than me. I promise.” A
poor attempt at a smile flashed on Cora’s face but was chased away
by a rush ofa sadness -- tears creeping up behind her eyes again.
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When she had been in the office, watching the past play out in
virtual projections, Cora’s mind hadn’t raced with thoughts about
Kai. But in the car with no one for company but Willis, the
memories attacked; tumbling and rolling out, they followed no
order, the first memory falling behind the last, good moments
colliding into bad, all of it turning into an emotional mud the
shade ofmelancholy.
Willis, nudging his warm, wet nose against Cora’s wrist, picked
up on the cues: her slouched body, eyes turning red and glossy,
deep breaths, the change in scent as her body released concoctions
of chemicals guiding her mood. With invisible, silent commands
the tiger mouse talked to Cora’s phone, looking for songs she
listened to in the past during similar emotional states, narrowing
down the selection to a single song. Extending the conversation,
Willis chatted with the car, accessing its speakers and passing along
the tune. To Cora, it was all so seamless: The song started quietly,
the volume increasing subtly so as not to startle her. Wrapped up in
nostalgia and heartache, Cora’s mind fell into the past as they
moved through a city covered in frozen gardens and Christmas
lights.
Willis knew the song meant something to Cora, but he had no
idea where it steered her memories. She had listened to the track
countless times before, the soundtrack to generic and meaningful
moments alike, but in that moment, it took her to a specific place:
Watching Kai leaning against their kitchen counter, beer bottle in
his hand, wearing a smile and arguing with some faceless person
during last year’s Christmas Eve party. Their last Christmas Eve
party. The orange glow of the pot lights, obscured by plumes of
seramine vapour, shone onto his face, brightening the black ink of
the tattoo that covered his cheek, stretching down his neck and
under the collar of his shirt -- an image of falling pills, each one
becoming less round, more rigid, eventually ending in a series of
distorted, fractal shapes on Kai’s hip.
The song played in the background, the cacophony of
conversation and laughter drowning it out for moments with the
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rise and recession of voices. Cora remembered Willis standing on
her shoulder, people coming over and petting the top of his head.
She had just gotten him a few hours earlier, a pre-Christmas gift
from Kai, given early so the tiger mouse could be at the party.
Looking back at it, it was all so clear to her: the tiger mouse was a
last-ditch effort by Kai to make Cora more interesting.
Every year they had Christmas Eve parties -- affectionately named
by Kai “Orphans Christmas” as the guests were transplants in the
city, like Cora but not like Kai, who had no nearby family around -but the last one had been different. Before, there was no distance
between Kai and Cora; they’d be together all night as Kai told his
many friends about her. The conversations were endless, people
wanting to know more about an apt-2 that had a job, or what it was
like not having the GH alteration. Kai, always smiling, always
stylish and looked up to, would beam at Cora with love.
At the last party, almost a year ago, there had been a distance
between them. Everyone knew about her job and genetic status, the
novelty fading away. The expensive quBix Tiger Mouse drew
people over, but it didn’t have the same effect; Kai hadn’t beamed
at her with love. When his last, lazy effort to make her more
interesting failed, Kai lingered for months, waiting for Cora to hate
him enough to leave.
Sitting in the car -- the song long since finished and fading into
different tracks -- Cora realized that the only type of love Kai had
ever looked at her with was the same type as when he saw a new,
trendy sweater that no one else had. Cora pushed away the
attacking memories as the car pulled to a stop, the glowing map
turning into a destination arrival screen.
The tiger mouse led the way through the crowded mall. Darting
between animals and the shuffling legs of people, Willis made sure
to stay in sight of Cora, never losing her in the flowing mobs of
people and pets. Projections ofsoft, floating currents ofsnow hung
overhead, always falling but never landing, adding to holiday
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atmosphere set in place by the decorations: the giant, EzLive
Evergreen covered in golden bulbs and draped with streamers in the
center of the mall, holograms of living nutcracker statues and
green-clad elfs, the smell of roasting turkey and rosemary layered
into the centuries-old holiday songs seeping from the walls and
filling the wide corridors.
Even in her cloud of heartache, Cora felt wrapped up in the
warm aura of the winter holidays, but it added a speckling of
homesickness to her melancholic mud. More than ever before, she
wished she was back home -- across the country, past the sprawling
east coast megacity, through the endless suburbs, tucked into a
town surrounded by city -- cozied up beside her mom and making
eggnog. Cora’s parents wanted her to project in for the holidays,
turn her apartment into their home with beams of light, but even
though it looked and smelt identical to being there, the absence of
touch and some other quality Cora couldn't put her finger on
would only make the distance feel larger. She’d rather be alone than
in a half-reflection ofhome.
Stuck in a repeating loop of memory and self-reflection, Cora
lost sight of Willis despite the tiger mouse’s best efforts. Moving
through the crowd towards a small empty space offto the side -- an
island in the torrent of shoppers -- she looked out over the crowd,
searching for Willis’ beacon. At the bank of elevators across the
central plaza where the EzLive Evergreen stretched above the three
stacked floors of the mall, Cora saw her name floating in the
projected snow, glowing bright beside another half-dozen names of
owners separated from their pets. Setting a course through the busy
space, Cora cast off with her head down, gently nudging past
people or waiting for gaps, murmuring polite apologies no one
heard.
Sitting on his hind legs, Willis waited for Cora to emerge from
the crowds before pointing his nose and squeaking at the projected
elevator menu. Appearing in the digital display, much smaller than
his already small real-life counterpart, Willis’ digital form sat on top
of the banner for the basement level. Before she could reach out
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and press the holographic button, a dark animal cut through the
horde and sat between Cora and the floating menu.
Its mouthless, narrow face looked up at Cora, scanning her over
with its iridescent green eyes. Made out of black material that
seemed to suck in the light around it, the stylized animal had a
general canine shape, but its narrow legs, streamlined body, and
angular head created an abstraction of a dog, far removed from the
o-dogs that people crawled out of the caves with. The Veles logo -two sets of parallel lines angled into a V -- glowed white from its
chest. Cora recognized the model from the holos: a Veles Annu.
She paused, looking for the owner. There was only one type of
person that could afford a Veles: an apt-1.
Standing out from the rabble, a tall man wearing a suit matching
the Annu’s shade of black moved through the crowds as they
parted for him. Cora had no doubt it was the owner of the Veles;
the erect posture, the muscular body the suit hugged, and the
impossible beauty of his face were all signs of an apt-1. Cora stood
aside.
“Thanks!” The man shot her a smile, revealing the pearl-like
shine ofhis perfect teeth.
He moved in front of her, picking something on the elevator’s
display before waiting. With no trepidation, he stared at Cora,
examining her with a type of novel curiosity. The Veles Annu did
the same. Feeling the dual stare on her skin, a hole of anxiety grew
inside of Cora, pulling down her head and drawing in her
shoulders. Not sure what to do, Cora fumbled with her phone,
keeping its projection on the surface ofthe device, ensuring privacy.
Out ofmuscle memory and habit, she pulled up her social feed and
tried to distract herselffrom the piercing gaze ofthe expensive apt-1
and his pet.
“Smile for me,” he demanded with pleasant words and
genetically crafted charm.
Cora did; social pressures made her.
“Cute.” He let out a single, sharp laugh. “Parents didn’t do
ortho-alterations, eh? Weird. The insurance companies must hate
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you.”
As the elevator chimed, the rounded glass doors opening and
releasing a stream of people that spread out around the man, the
slight angle to Cora’s front two teeth crushed her with
embarrassment. Without saying another word, the man walked
into the glass cab while the group ofpeople in front ofthe elevator
kept waiting; only his pet joined him. With a chime, the apt-1
ascended above them, the Veles Annu keeping its green eyes fixed
on Cora as they rose.
Feeling flustered from the encounter, Cora buried her attention
into the social feed displayed on her phone. Immediately, she
regretted it. Her phone’s display -- a high-definition, depth accurate
window into the recent past -- was filled with Kai. His day, cut into
moments seconds long, played out for Cora. The power to make it
disappear was only an eye movement away, but Cora’s sadness
wanted to feed and keep its destructive cycle going. As the elevator
arrived, the crowds pushing against the glass, Cora’s body moved
with the herd but her mind absorbed Kai’s day, mixing his
memories with hers. This was his past made present again:
Inside ofa tattoo shop, the walls covered in intricate art and LoLi Ivy Vines, Kai sat on a medical-looking chair -- metal and white
plastic. A spotlight shone on the heavy, black lines of his pills
tattoo. Without a shirt on, the tapestry of his body was clear: the
pills falling, turning into fractals from face to hip; a detailed heart -full of colour and shading -- sitting in the middle of a gear-works
clock, inked over his actual heart; rectangular panels covered one of
his rib cages, a starry, intergalactic vista in black and white filling
their shapes; a hyper detailed-sleeve covered his arm, depicting all
the muscles and tendons underneath his skin in neon colours -pinks and purples, greens and blues. The moment cut.
Kai laid on the reclined chair while the pale green of InkEtr
Bacteria Cream hid the long tattoo, eating the pills and fractals. new
day new me floated in the middle ofthe moment in bold, glittering
text. A tattoo artist walked into the memory, his hands covered in
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thin, elastic purple gloves. With a plain cloth, the artist wiped the
cream off of Kai, revealing clean, fresh skin -- a blank canvas. new
art and new perspective replaced the previous text as the camera
zoomed in on the empty skin where the pills used to be. Cut.
The tattoo artist hunched over Kai. Cut.
Kai, standing up, instructed the camera to examine his new
tattoo -- a snake, its head covering halfofKai’s face, stretched down
to his hips. Thick, heavy black lines made up the snake’s body and
outlined its scales. Inside of the scales, the tattoo was dense and
detailed, filled with the molecular symbols for Remix/Remax
compounds -- lines, letters, and polygons. Cut.
Kai and a group offriends covered in their own imagery stood in
the middle of a pop-up Remix/Remax gallery. All around them
reality became a dream. The walls turned into a constant flow of
muted colours, weaving around them in sublimation -- solid into
gas, freezing into liquid. Images, abstract and without definition,
floated from, through, created by, and dissolved into the muted
colours before spreading, morphing, or glitching into new shapes,
new states. Above it all, separate from the surrealism around them,
Kai shared his reflections as floating text:

Remax...
5 mcg Harmoxysylin
+ 3 mcg Equilsybin
+ 50 mg Vivoxybenzine
+ 10 mg Seramine
+ 5 mg (just a hint)Malopram
And set to
Em’s remix ofMarcello Gobi’s
Beyond the Dream gallery
+ My remix ofPenny Hilton’s
new album
And you get...
TRANSCENDENCE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Cut.
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The elevator came to a stop, the chime sounding as the people
and animals prepared to pour out. Cora blinked and the window
into a surreal past returned to being a simple, matte-black piece of
metal. As the door opened, Willis jumped from her shoulder and
onto the painted concrete floor in front of them. Despite running
towards his demise, Willis led Cora faithfully towards the antique
pet store in the basement of the mall. Breaking away from the
dispersing crowd, the tiger mouse took her into the dreary part of
the mall, away from the stores owned by well-known, trusted, and
significant companies. The area had once been a parkade, and no
matter how many projections or displays were put in, it still carried
its utilitarian design; it still felt like a basement.
Walking past struggling stores with outdated and poorly made
displays, Esme’s words from earlier, You and Kai were a terrible fit,
started resonating with Cora. Before, she knew they were true,
objectively. But they didn’t feel true. With Kai’s day fresh in her
mind -- cycling through the similarities to their first date -- Esme's
words came back to her, and Cora felt their truth. She felt stupid
for not feeling it earlier. Right from their first date, she should have
known they weren’t a fit; they weren’t even pieces from the same
set. With her body absently walking along, watching her shoes step
on concrete, Cora remembered their first date and saw nothing but
the writing on the wall.
After matching, their pets had led Cora and Kai to each other.
Her Pebo Forix -- a cat-like animal with red and auburn fur, it’s face
like a fox’s: narrow and simple -- showed her the way to a Full
Experience Restaurant; the name of it escaped her. Somewhere in
her digital memories, Cora could find the name, but she resisted
the urge; it was easier to soften organic memories. She had never
been to a FuEx Restaurant before, they didn’t exist in the town she
was from. A lot of things didn’t exist in the town she grew up in.
Going to a FuEx Resturant was on the list of “Must-Dos” she had
created before moving to the city. There also was: Go to the

mountains and try skiing or snowboarding; Go to the University
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campus and see what it is like to actually be there; and, Actually be
a part of a culture that isn’t stuck in the past. Cora had only

checked offtwo things on her list.
She entered the FuEx restaurant walking through a tunnel that
projected a display of being under the ocean -- aquamarine water
glimmering with tropical sun, swarms of fishes and lone sharks
swimming around. The smell of salt and sand, warmed in the sun
and mixed with the breeze, blended together with ambient sounds,
some out of range of hearing, enveloping Cora. She could
remember standing for a moment too long. Lost in the saturation
of her senses, the forix had to nudge her leg to make Cora aware
that she had been blocking the entrance. Embarrassed, she rushed
inside, making sure the animal stayed close to steer her straight.
The forix brought her to a table in the center of the restaurant.
While the animals met, the Pebo Forix nuzzling Kai’s quBix Cova -a sheer white bird reminiscent of an owl but reduced of detail to
minimal shapes and lines -- Cora marveled at the scene around her:
the wide dining room bathed in a warm glow radiating from the
walls; the tables of other guests hidden with curtains of waving
lights -- sheets of aurora borealis; projections of clouds filled with
sunset colours floated in the air, hiding the ceiling. Kai sat at the
table, smiling at her while the animals exchanged invisible strings of
data. Once their pets parted, Kai stood up and extended a hand
covered in words -- part ofa full arm tattoo filled with quotes from
books he had never read. Cora blushed and looked away, trying to
hide her nervousness. Kai grinned.
When the first course came -- beluga ceviche with rye bread
crackers, a 5 mcg Equilsybin capsule, and 10 mg ofSeramine vapour
-- Cora and Kai had already found things to fall in love with. For
her, it was his cool, carefree demeanor and access to worlds of
experience. Never getting into pharma-maxing, the milligrams and
micrograms frightened her with their ambiguity. He found Cora’s
fear endearing, naive. Kai told her that he knew the chefand remax
pharmer, had helped them test the menu -- fine tune the mixes and
experience factors. He told her it was the hippest spot, but it
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wouldn’t stay that way for long.
“It’s about staying tuned in, keeping up with the trends before
they become mainstream,” Kai had said while chemical clouds
floated from his mouth. As the Seramine vapour settled in, making
her cheeks flush and soaking her brain in a warm bath, Kai opened
a gateway to a world kept from her: a place inhabited by people
who fit together and knew how to taste the elusive quality of true
experience, of life; a place where even apt-2s could sneak into,
squeezing through the bars of aptitude, so long as they were tuned
in enough. As a waiter carried away crumbs ofbeluga and bread, its
angular, narrow frame gliding across the room, Kai said he liked her
smile -- the way her teeth tilted in. Whatever love she had felt for
Kai was created in that moment, realizing she could enter into his
world even though no one had paid for her creation, her right to
experience life.
For Kai, it was the collection of anomalies that made up Cora
that drew out his love. Over the first course, he started to count
them: she blushed and acted shy; the angle of her front teeth; she
held her body in a guarded, strange way; her only tattoo a faded,
ink and poke cat on her wrist: she had never remaxed. Right away,
Kai saw what she was: a non-alt conception. In their generation,
non-alt conceptions were rare, and rare was unique, and unique
was trendy. As the second course came -- gnocchi in a truffle cream
sauce, a 25 mg capsule of Vivoxybenzine, and a glass of Pinot Nero
-- Kai discovered the biggest anomaly ofall: She was an apt-2 with a
job. All those anomalies became a picture in Kai’s head ofa unique
girlfriend, and he fell in love with it.
As they finished the main course -- panda tenderloin with
bamboo shoots, 5 mcg ofHarmoxysylin delivered in a roasted beet
with fennel flavoured vapour, and a glass ofCabernet Sauvignon -all the designer compounds started to click into their designated
receptors. The customary small talk portion of the date ended,
giving away to the ineffable mental state curated by the remax
pharmer. From the outside, everything was controlled down to the
second: the release and duration of the drugs, the rise of the light
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sheets around their table, the influx of sights, smells, and music
that fed the awe bubbling inside of the fledgling couple. Inside
their heads, it was a chaotic explosion ofexistential glory.
Kai enjoyed a gourmet waking dream, a fun night out, while
Cora experienced an epiphany wrapped in rapture and beauty. The
memories in her mind splintered into window panes, portals she
could step through and relive moments while creating new worlds
with just a thought. All ofthe memories and new realities pulled at
her, stretching her thin until Cora’s sense of herself imploded,
replaced with a consciousness that was bigger than any body. Waves
of love and beauty, of the interconnections that fill the universe,
coursed through her, rattling her mind and consuming her ego.
Searching for Kai’s hand, she travelled into the truth of existence
where the eye of the universe shone bright before exploding into
stardust and forming all the matter to ever exist. In this moment of
transcendence, Cora understood that everyone who had ever lived,
is living, or will live, is born from stardust -- all of us made the
same. In the blinding shine of this revelation, the time-release
mechanisms kicked in, disconnecting the compounds from their
receptors. The epiphany ended, the light curtains descended, and
dessert arrived with another round ofSermaine vapour to heighten
the afterglow.
After that night, Cora never pharma-maxed again. Apt-1s who
understood every nook and cranny of the brain designed the drugs
to achieve non-damaging mental experiences whose effects were
isolated to the moments of induced experience. But they had
designed them for regular apt-2s, not for apt-2s who lacked the GH
alteration. The come down from the experience, not felt in the
body but by the ripples of disruptive thoughts left in the sea of
Cora’s mind, weighed on her for months. Always trying to recall
the visions and emotions that poured out of her that night, Cora
struggled to make sense ofthe experience; ifit had any value or not;
if it meant something profound or was just an escape for a few
hours. In the end, Cora figured it was easier to trek out to the
frontiers of consciousness when your default emotional state was
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happiness and contentment, like Kai and most of his generation.
When she told Kai this, he understood and never pushed Cora to
pharma-max again, but he never stopped travelling to places where
she couldn’t follow.
STRAY

Willis stopped outside of the antique petstore, standing on his
hind legs and squeaking to mark their arrival. Looking around for
somewhere to sit, Cora started to plan out her last moment with
Willis. It didn’t matter that she never really liked the tiger mouse,
even less now realizing Willis was a self-serving gift, but he deserved
a genuine goodbye. Finding a bench beside a garden filled with
small shrubs and blue flowers, Cora took a seat and pulled out her
phone. Looking at the garden, Cora knew it was created to beautify
the space, but its inclusion only highlighted the fact that the mall
basement was once used to store countless private vehicles from an
inefficient era. With a couple of eye movements, Willis’ settings
window shone from Cora’s phone.
“Well, buddy,” she breathed out while patting her lap. Willis
jumped onto it and nudged her hand for scratches. “I guess this is
it.”
In Willis’ final moment of existence, Cora reflected on the
aftermath of that first date. In the chronology of Cora and Kai’s
relationship -- the story of togetherness every couple constructs for
each other -- Kai would place the evanescent, curated remax journey
as ground-zero for their romance; Cora placed it as the moment Kai
said he liked her smile. That difference represented everything
wrong with their relationship. The world Cora thought Kai could
give her access to, the place where true experience could be felt,
didn’t exist. It was a fantasy.
Cora, saying goodbye to a gift, saw what she hadn’t before: Kai
lived in a world constructed by the apt-1s, exchanging purpose for
contentment. As a Remixer/Remaxer, Kai bought remix rights to
the music and art produced by the creative apt-1s, blending it with
fragrance mixes created by apt-1s, remaxing chemical cocktails from
the drugs made by apt-1s. All his time was given over to their
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creations. All ofhis money -- collected from the taxes paid by apt-1s
and redistributed by the Universal Basic Income Program for apt-2s
--was spent on the products they made. The meaning, the ability to
really experience life, that Kai cherished was just controlled
emotions packed into vapours, pills, and the nitrogenous bases he
was born with -- sadness by the milligram, revelation by the
microgram, happiness the default state ofbeing.
Sitting on the bench, waiting to shut down Willis, Cora decided
that Kai lived in a cage. It was a beautiful cage, a comfortable cage,
and a cage that surrounded Cora, too. But she knew it was there,
feeling the heavy shadows cast by the bars, while Kai sat inside,
marvelling at its design. Beyond any doubt, Esme had been right:
You and Kai were a terrible fit, Cora. Feeling the truth of the
words, the pain of the breakup -- the rejection, happy memories
turning into mental sores, the traps of nostalgia -- started to lift.
Cora knew it wasn’t over, there’d still be sadness, but feeling relief
even once created a new thought chain -- solace growing into
indifference, blooming into freedom.
“It’s been a time, Willis.” Cora went through the commands,
formatting the quBix Tiger Mouse and deleting the memories and
personality developments that had formed since she first turned on
the animal. Still looking at her, the life left Willis’ eyes, his
synthetic muscles froze in place, the flame on the tip of his tail
extinguished. By deleting his memories and personality
developments -- data that could be easily stored and uploaded into
another tiger mouse or compatible model -- Cora gave the unique
animal she had raised the closest thing to death a robot could have.
“It wasn’t your fault.” She scratched the lifeless animal’s head,
tears rolling down her cheeks. “We just weren’t made for each
other.”
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3.

The store was right in front of her, but Cora couldn’t bring
herself to go in, not right away. With puffy eyes and tear stains on
her cheeks, she couldn’t face the embarrassment of talking to
someone. Still, Cora needed to share the moment, to reach out for
acknowledgment that she wasn’t alone. Pulling up a messaging
window, there were words already prepared to be sent created by
the predictive text program keeping tabs on the moment.
“Willis is gone.” They had prepared, and it was good enough for
Cora. She sent the message to Esme.
The reply came fast. “I’m proud of you, girl. It’s always hard
letting go ofthings, but it’s for the best. Keep ya’ chin up.”
“Thanks, Esme. It means a lot, and I’m already starting to feel
better,” Cora wrote out in collaboration with the predictive text
program.
“I jumped into your memories and made something to take your
mind off of Willis. Give you something to look forward to,” Esme
responded. “It’s with your Stray memories.” A smiley face floated
beside the words.
Still needing a minute to collect herself before going into the
store, Cora navigated through the menus floating above her phone.
The icon for Esme’s gift sat beside the graphic of the line drawing
cat -- another gift of data from years ago. Prompting Esme’s gift, a
display appeared from the phone -- a miniature three-dimensional
world contained by invisible edges. Only text filled the space, the
letters long and slender, looping and flowing into each other. The
Story of Stray and Cora. The text dissolved into shining squares,
falling apart and fading away. Stitched together from stored
memories and edited into a narrative, Esme’s gift played out:
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It started with the autumn coloured cat being activated on
Christmas morning. Cora and the animal stared at each other in
that pivotal moment, forming a connection that crossed over
neurons powered by cells and neural networks powered by
quantum processors. The start of something special… shimmered
over top of the frozen memory. Both the text and the girl and her
cat started to fade into shining squares. The scene dissolved, a new
one forming behind it.
The small family -- Evie, Harper, and seven-year-old Cora -- bent
around the bed in Cora’s old room. Poster projections covered the
walls: dancing cartoon characters with large heads and oversized
eyes, androgynous pop stars, beautiful by genetic design, singing
silent songs. Harper and Cora crouched on one side ofthe bed, Evie
on the other. Their arms reached underneath, trying to coax out
the scared cat from under the bed. Standing up suddenly, Evie
raced out of the room, the other two standing up in confusion.
Reappearing in the scene, clutching a small, spherical cat toy, Evie
motioned the other two to stand aside. With an under arm swing,
Evie rolled the cat toy under bed. The toy emerged from the other
side, Stray chasing after it. With her furry, oversized paws, Stray
batted at the toy, lifting it into the air before pouncing as it fell. It
all dissolved into shining squares.
The scene was still in Cora’s old room, but it was dark, the only
light coming from a bedside lamp. Moving her fingers in the cone
of light, Cora watched from her bed as the elongated shadows
danced on the floor. Stray’s head, all ears and whiskers, poked out
from underneath the bed, watching the shadows with a hunter’s
focus. In a burst of movement, the cat dashed at the shadows,
trying to catch their illusion in her paws. Cora fell backwards with
laughter, casting new shadows that Stray lunged at. Dissolve.
The family sat together, all stuffed onto one couch. Squished to
the side, Harper sat on the bottom while the others stretched out
overtop of him. Stray sat at the top of the heap, her paws
expanding and contracting while Cora rubbed her neck. In front of
them, cartoon animals and gnomes were busy building a house in a
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bright, simple forest of round trees -- a kids holo shining in the
middle of the family room. A chain of events kicked off as one of
the gnomes tumbled down a ladder: Evie laughed, elbowing
Harper in the ribs, who flinched, causing the whole heap to shake
apart. Stray launched off of Cora, landing in front of the gnomes
and animals. With wide pupils and a swinging tail, she looked at
the family as they fell on top ofeach other laughing. Dissolve.
A creek bubbled around a pair of bright, turquoise rain boots
with a pattern of pink and green watermelons. The view was firstperson. The boots splashed through the creek, stopping at a small,
still pool. Little black dots with thin, swaying tails filled the water -dozens of tadpoles moving without direction. Cora looked away
from the tadpoles and watched Stray as she her made her way from
the banks towards the pool. With careful movements, she jumped
on rocks and fallen branches, careful to not get her paws wet in the
shallow water. With wide, curious eyes, Stray watched the tadpoles,
her head jerking back and forth with their erratic movement.
Slowly, she raised her paw and let it hover over the water, waiting.
As fast as lightning, the cat reached for one, but only splashed the
surface. Stray lurched backwards, startled as the water hit her face.
Dissolve.
Their small backyard, stuffed with a garden and patio, filled
with balloons and children running around. Golden, projected
letters spelled out Happy Birthday Cora! overtop of the door.
Dozens of pets peppered the scene -- flying in circles above, resting
on shoulders, lying on the ground -- but all the kids focused on
one: a black fox with green eyes. Kennedy, who was just beginning
the timed-phase for adolescence, looked annoyed as the younger
children gathered around his pet. One of the kids reached out,
trying to touch the fox, but the animal backed away from her. Both
Kennedy and the fox glared at the child, cutting stares from green
eyes, before pushing past the group and going inside. Unfazed, all
the kids went back to their own animals. Offto the side, away from
the group and sitting under the lone tree in the garden, Cora
watched as Stray sniffed a ladybug. Dissolve.
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A first-person view showed painted nails -- a deep shade of
polished crimson -- folding over a square piece of dark orange
paper. The camera looked away from the paper as Cora filled the
scene, a little older than before, working over her own piece of
paper. Stray sat on the kitchen counter beside her, watching
attentively as the child made a clumsy fold. The hands with the
painted nails, belonging to Evie, reached across, unfolded Cora’s
paper, and redid the fold in a different direction. Turning back to
her own sheet, Evie’s hand made a few, simple folds, flipping over
the paper and repositioning it a couple times. The square sheet had
become an origami cat. Picking it up by the ear, Evie placed the
paper animal in front of Stray. Dipping her head, Stray’s nose
twitched and her eyes crossed as she smelled the imitation cat.
Dissolve.
Back in the bedroom -- different posters projected on the walls.
Gone were pop stars and cartoons, replaced with views of
fantastical vistas filled with floating islands and neon clouds -- Cora
ran into view, slamming the door behind her. She was older, the
awkward age where childhood starts to shed, adulthood beginning
with stretched limbs and floods of hormones. (Sitting on the
bench, watching her memories play out, Cora couldn’t recall that
exact moment. It bled together with countless other memories
from that time, forming a collage instead of a string of events. It
was a time she tried to forget; Middle-school, when children try to
be adults with imitations that are either silly or cruel, had been a
struggle for her. The onset ofpuberty, creating new body parts over
a summer, gave the other kids more than enough to point out
about Cora. They would tease, she would get upset, and they
would have no idea why. No one else got upset. Between her body
and sadness, the kids never ran out of things to point out,
alternating between the nicknames Curvy Cora and Crying Cora
until settling on C.C.) Throwing herselfonto the bed, Cora buried
her head in a pillow, body shaking as she sobbed. With silent grace,
Stray slinked out from her hiding spot, jumped onto the bed, and
butted her head against Cora’s. Turning just an inch, the crying
STRAY
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child looked at the furry cat, a tiny smile emerging from a tearstained face. Dissolve.
Through sleepy, fur-lined eyes, the guest room from her Aunt
and Uncle’s house appeared. The long, scraggly whiskers from
Stray’s brow stretched out from her first-person view, strands offur
at the edges. The view was on an angle, the cat’s head resting on the
bed, showing a dimly lit room -- an orange glow emanating from
the top edges of the wall. The faint figures of Cora and Kennedy,
little more than silhouettes, sat on the floor, their backs against the
bed. The view shifted, straightened out a little, as Stray lifted her
head. Everything froze.
Leaning back, away from the holographic diorama, a look of
confusion twisted Cora’s face. It didn’t make any sense; how did
Esme get memories from Stray? It couldn’t be possible, but there it
was floating in front of her: The memory Stray had died for.
Planning out a message in her head, Cora tried to find an
explanation, but there -“Excuse me?” A cautious voice asked, breaking into Cora’s
thoughts.
Still confused and lost in the past, it took Cora a moment to
register what she was seeing: a round, jovial man approaching
middle-age, a thick beard covering his face, stood in front of her
with a hamster the size of a large dog, its fur intense with all the
shades ofthe rainbow.
“Pardon?” Cora made the display vanish and rubbed underneath
her eyes, trying to hide her puffy cheeks.
“Not to intrude.” The man fidgeted with his hands. “But I
couldn’t help but notice --” He started to jumble his words. “See,
I’m the owner of the petstore over there. And I saw you with that
tiger mouse, shutting it down and, and you seem awfully upset.”
The man’s cheeks visible above his beard deepened to a dark
maroon.
“Sorry,” Cora stammered as she stood up, lifting the lifeless tiger
mouse from her lap. “I didn’t mean to make --”
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“It’s ok!” The man reassured her. “I just thought, I could help,
maybe. I figured you were here to see the store, shutting down a
pet right out front and all.”
“I am, I am.” Cora took a breath and tried to make herself
normal -- smiling, standing straight. “I just needed a minute.”
“It can be hard, trust me I know.” The man placed a hand on his
chest. “New pets are great and all, but it’s always hard letting go of
our furry companions.” Looking towards his rainbow hamster, the
man added, “its paws-itively the worst.” With a wide grin, he
looked at Cora.
She let out a small laugh, shaking her head. “That’s an awful
joke.”
“Fur-tunately, I got lots more.” He nodded towards the store.
“I’d love to show you around. Name’s Felix, by the way.”
STRAY

Wooden shelves lined the inside of the antique petstore. Glass
cabinets fixed to the floor made up the middle, and the sales
counter sat at the back, looking out at the collection of animals
frozen in their last action. Archaic bulb lamps, their light weak and
orange, illuminated the middle but kept the corners dark; the
animals outside their reach were nothing but silhouettes sitting in
dark corners. Taking in the dozens ofanimals, Cora looked around
slowly, hoping one ofthe animals would be a B.W.L. Stray.
“Boris, the intro please,” Felix requested, looking down at his
hamster and grabbing Cora’s attention.
From a micro projector underneath the hamster’s rainbow fur,
shimmering, golden letters appeared in the air with a pop and an
explosion of holographic confetti; they spelt out: Felix’s Wondrous
Antique Pet Emporium. Cora couldn’t help but laugh at the
display’s failed luster.
“Ya.” Felix scratched his head. “Usually it makes more of an
impression when someone walks into the store and we’re at the
counter, ya know, big entrance and all.”
“It’s cute,” Cora reassured him as she bent down to scratch the
hamster, Boris, underneath the chin. He started to purr. “Just a
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different marketing approach than I’m used to seeing.”
“Ya.” Felix lifted a wooden panel, opening the entrance to the
back ofthe sales counter. “We try to be different, can’t say it works
too well, but I like to think it leaves an impression.” After closing
the panel behind him, Felix leaned on the counter. Watching Cora’s
attention become transfixed with the still animals, Felix waited
before asking what she was looking for.
Dozens of lifeless, black eyes looked out at nothing, waiting for
the return ofcurrent from their nuclear hearts to create digital irises
and a mind to see with. There were some Pebos on the shelves, even
a few quBixes, but most of the animals were relics of companies
that had long since vanished. Cora read the labels in front of the
animals. Written in Felix’s messy handwriting on white paper tags,
the labels made the room feel clumsy, like a children’s drawing -- a
messy imitation of reality. Some of the brand and animal names
were familiar, sparking memories of old ads: posts where trendy
people showed off their pets; the companions to characters in
holos, the story carefully crafted to show off the newest pet
features; the free dlc for games she used to play, the companies
hoping video game copies of their pets could sell real ones. But
most of the brand names weren’t familiar, and the animals looked
old and stiff; some even had plastic or metal casings, making them
look like cheap toys.
“These are so weird,” Cora said as she bent to a bottom row,
looking at a large, shiny frog made out of sheets of green metal; it
looked artificial. “I haven’t heard ofany ofthese companies.”
“Ya,” Felix replied as his eyes lingered around the room, taking in
the collection of antiqued creatures. “There used to be a lot more
companies, right after the Quantum Bomb. It didn’t last too long,
though. You know how it goes: all the bigwigs come in, buy up
companies they like, kill off the other ones. But right after the first
neuro-emulations, everyone figured they could be the next Veles,
make it big, ya know?”
“That’s so crazy.” Cora moved to another shelf, finding a small
sparrow that looked soft and illustrated. “How could they afford to
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make a pet?” She stroked the sparrow, feeling its cotton feathers.
With its head tilted to the side, a position its mechanical muscles
had held for decades, the bird stared ahead with empty eyes.
Felix shrugged and said, “It doesn’t have to be that expensive.
Back then, most companies just scanned o-animals and tweaked a
couple things in the software. Bodies aren’t that hard, either, if
you’re using o-animals as models and basic casing. The A.I. and
printers do all the heavy lifting. Even fur isn’t tough if you don’t
mind it feeling like o-animal fur.” He nodded towards Boris as the
giant hamster munched on non-existent food, his mouth shuffling
from side to side. “I made Boris over there.”
“Really?” Cora turned around and looked at the giant, rainbow
hamster. “You’re kidding.” Disbeliefrose in the tone ofher words.
“I sure did, and I’m still building him, I guess. It’s a type of
hobby. It wasn’t that hard. Boris’ mind is pretty much an ohamster’s brain. I adjusted a couple things, bonding patterns and
stuff, you know, so he’d be ok going outside. As you can see, he
loves to eat; that’s a bit harder to get rid of. I got it so that he thinks
he’s eating, all his sense data tells him that, and there’s a process to
make him feel full, but I can’t figure out how to get rid ofthe urge
to eat. And he sleeps. Jesus, don’t even get me started on how hard
it is to program out the urge to sleep.” Felix shook his head. “Even
the A.I.’s can’t keep up, well, the ones I have access to anyways.
Obviously, the big companies do, but they stopped o-modelling
ages ago. What they do, well, that is expensive. They’re making
animals from the ground-up and plugging them full of features.
Veles has models that connect with so many sensors in the owner’s
body, collecting all this biometric data -- and picking up all this
observational data on them too -- that it’s like the pet can read the
owner’s thoughts. How can o-modelling compete with that?”
Nodding to Boris again, Felix added, “He can’t record things,
only has the basic 6 senses, and can’t connect to shit. I love him, but
the only special feature he’s got is the microprojecter in his back I
did the intro with, and his mind isn’t even physically aware of it; it
just runs on voice commands, real basic stuff.”
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Cora lowered herself and stared at Boris, amazed that Felix had
built him. “But he’s so big! And the fur.” She ran her hand through
the rows ofcolours.
“The fur is o-modeled and hair dye -- ruined my bathtub. The
size isn’t hard, pretty simple analysis and load adjustments that
pretty much any A.I. can run. It’s a shame that o-modeling is so
looked down on nowadays, a real lost art if you ask me. But
between the Arkady Cortex Limit and all the negative press around
o-modelling, it just became cheaper and safer to build from the
ground-up, both with A.I. and genetics. There’s more options that
way.” Felix looked down, trying to find the words to capture the
constant flow of thoughts that circulated in his head. “For sure,
though, there’s apt-1s working to cross the Arkady Cortex Limit,
turn themselves into robots or A.I.” Looking up, he snapped out
of his thought chain, catching himself before falling into a neverending process oflooking for signs ofan apt-1 conspiracy all around
him. “Anyways,” He said, a smile returning. “I’m sure you’re not
here to hear me talk about Boris or what I think about the
bigwigs.”
“I don’t mind.” Cora walked across the room, stopping in front
ofthe sales counter. “It’s a nice break from my own thoughts.” She
pulled the deactivated tiger mouse from her pocket and placed it on
the counter.
“I’m looking for something specific, but I don’t see it here, and
was hoping to trade in this quBix Tiger Mouse.” Cora avoided
looking at it -- the combination ofparts that used to be Willis.
“What are you looking for?” Ready for the challenge of finding
a long, lost pet, Felix’s face shifted into an interested expression.
“I’ve got way more animals in the storeroom, it’s like a warehouse
back there.” He tilted his head towards a beaded curtain covering a
doorway behind him.
Cora took a breath in, hanging onto the last moment of
uncertainty before knowing if she would be reunited with her cat.
“A B.W.L. Stray.”
Felix leaned on his heels and let out a long whistle. “Geez, a
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B.W.L. Stray, now there’s an underappreciated o-model.” Leaning
forward again, the tight, interested look returned to Felix’s face, this
time paired with his chin resting in his hand. “A definite hard
find.”
Cora’s stomach started to twist, ready for the crash of
disappointment.
“But I could’ve sworn I’ve seen one recently.” He pulled up a
display window from thin air and started to type in the name.
“Small, fluffy cat, kinda gingerish, right?”
“Ya.”
“I’m not seeing it here,” Felix breathed out. “But I could swear
I’ve seen one not too long ago, and I sure don’t remember selling it.
Hang on a second.” Abruptly, he spun around on his heels and
marched into the back.
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By herself again, the novelty of the curious animals faded from
Cora’s mind while the impossible digital memory drifted into her
thoughts. As Boris ate nonexistent food, preparing himself for a
nonexistent bowel movement, Cora pulled out her phone and
brought back the holographic diorama. The obscured view of her
and Kennedy from Stray’s eyes floated in the air, the digital shine
cutting through the orange, dusty glow of the antique petstore.
Continuing the memory stream, the frozen tableau came back to
life. Her past self only floated for a few more seconds before
dissolving into squares, replaced with another family memory
captured by the cameras integrated into the walls of their house -nothing unusual. She moved her eyes and the images reversed -squares rematerializing into the shape of Cora and her cousin. The
digital memory was only a fragment, so Cora let her organic
memory recall the night, remembering in seconds what had taken
hours to live:
The day had been made up of moments all ushered around
Kennedy, rivers of people flowing around him like a current
around a boulder, hoping to hang on for a moment. Cora, much to
her chagrin, had no choice but to hang on; unwanted family
obligations put her in a place others competed to be in: eating
dinner beside the future Director of Genetic Analysis and Strategy
on his announcement night. In twenty years -- barring a severe
injury, death, or designer disease -- Kennedy would become the
acting Director of Genetic Analysis and Strategy, the key
government position that determined the future nature of the
human species.
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Teenage Cora followed behind her parents, hanging her head in
an attempt to be smaller, less noticeable. She didn’t need to, apt-2s,
bad posture or not, were invisible on campus. It was graduation
day and most people weren’t there to see Kennedy specifically -their own children had their own achievements, finishing the
Development Path Exams and embarking on their own bright
futures -- but Kennedy’s achievement shone brightest, casting
everyone else in its shadow. Everyone strained to look at him, talk
to him, to sit in his glow. Cora felt awkward, surrounded by apt-1s
who didn’t even register she was there but wanted the space she
occupied.
The river ofcelebration continued dragging them across the city,
from one place to the next, her family a bizarre attachment only
noticed by reporters who found it quaint. Eventually, the river
settled into her Uncle’s house, the celebration pooling into a party
made up of the clay destined to be the pillars of the future. Cora
broke away, retreating to a guest room she could hide in.
Waiting for Stray before closing the guest room door, Cora
watched the crowd and knew she wouldn’t be missed. As the door
closed, the electronic sound cancelling in the walls silenced the
party, letting a quiet peace settle across the room. Cora jumped
onto the bed, physically tired and mentally exhausted, petting Stray
as the cat curled up beside her. The party went on for hours behind
the locked door, but it existed in a different reality as Cora sat in
bed, watching holos on her phone and surfing through feeds.
Somewhere between the virtual visions and the beginning of a
dream, Cora was brought back into Kennedy’s day as the door
unlocked and the future Director of Genetic Analysis and Strategy
walked in.
“Cora!” Kennedy exclaimed as he sauntered in, his steps marked
with a drunken sway. “Always the life ofthe party.” He took a swig
from a bottle, the amber liquid rising and falling.
In that moment, there was nothing familiar about her cousin.
Kennedy, always a detached, controlling, and cold figure in her
mind, had warmed up with alcohol and pharmacological wonders.
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A veil had dropped, revealing a person instead of a collection of
calculated results. Even his pet -- always changing but always a black
Veles -- was absent. She had never, even for a second, seen Kennedy
without a pet.
“What’s up?” Cora rolled over, looking at him with annoyance.
“What’s up? What’s up is I’m the fucking future Director of
Gen-”
“So I’ve heard.” Cora cut him off and rolled over again, turning
her back to the future director.
“Jesus fuck.” Kennedy propped his back against the wall and slid
down to the floor.
“You’re fucking pleasant.” He took another swig.
Cora sat up, throwing the bed cover over a sleeping Stray. “What
do you want Kennedy?” She stared at him, arms up in frustration.
“For my cousin to be fucking happy that I did what our family
has always wanted. Christ.” Kennedy’s black hair, damp with sweat,
fell over his forehead.
“You’ve got enough people who are happy for you. And it’s
what your family has always wanted. Mine could care less.” Cora
shook her head, wishing Kennedy would go back to his party and
leave her alone.
“You know this is a big deal, right?” Kennedy frowned at her.
“Do you know what the Direc--”
“I don’t care,” Cora spat, getting out of bed as her annoyance
tapped into teenage angst and years ofbuilt up hurt. “What does it
matter to me? All I’ve ever heard is how you’re going to be some
amazing and powerful person. Why do I need to tell you how
amazing you are? It’s no surprise you got what you wanted, you’ve
always gotten what you wanted and I don’t need to cheer every
time you do.”
“Me-ow,” Kennedy said sarcastically. “Kittie has some claws.” He
finished off the bottle and wiped his mouth on the sleeve of his
suit.
“Shut up.” Cora looked away from him, towards the wall where
there was nothing to see.
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“You really think it's that easy for me? I just snap my fingers, and
voila, the world is mine.” Kennedy didn’t talk with anger or
disdain; he wasn’t whining either, but making a statement of fact,
maintaining a core of control even in the chemical haze. Standing
up, he brought up a display window with quick hand motions.
“What are you doing?” Cora hissed.
“Turning privacy on.” The window vanished after giving
instructions to all the machines in the room to stop recording.
“Why?”
“Because.” Kennedy sat back down, this time leaning against the
bed, hiding from Cora’s view. “I want to tell you something.”
Feeling momentarily empowered to confront him, Cora got out
of bed and faced her cousin. “And what’s that?” She looked down
at him, hands on her hips.
“I cheated on the Development Path Exam. It was never a
guarantee I’d pass. It was a genetic certainty I’d fail.” Kennedy
looked away from her, his stare falling on the empty bottle across
from him.
“What?” Knocked off-balance, Cora didn’t know what else to
say.
“The exam. I cheated. On half of it anyways -- the Behavioral
Assessment and Ethical Predisposition portion of it. Full out, I
cheated, and if I hadn’t, I wouldn’t be a future director but some
mid-level fuck in the private sector, building someone else’s future
for them.”
Feeling the explanation coming, Cora asked the only question
she could: “How?”
After a pause, his chest rising and falling with shallow breaths,
Kennedy asked, “You’ve never had to take any type of exam, have
you? I bet you don’t even know how the Development Path Exams
work.”
Cora, feeling the crush of Kennedy’s gravity return, shook her
head.
“There’s two parts: a genetic screening and an interview on a C-5
drug.” Kennedy paused, realizing Cora didn’t understand. “C-5
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drugs, they fuck with your sense of self, make you think all
different and shit. The apt-1s have a controlled C-5 that was
designed to destroy feelings of self-preservation, and it sure as hell
works. With the right psycho-pharma, you can learn fucking
anything about a person -- anything. They use it to test for
ingrained behaviours that don’t show up in genetic screenings.
Used in tandem with genetic screening and A.I. predictions, the
first gen of apt-1s figure they can tell who should be where and do
what.”
“How did you cheat that?” Cora imagined Kennedy swapping
out pills, tampering with equipment.
“It wasn’t easy.” He looked at the shadows cast by his legs,
between his knees. “And it’s fucking retarded I had to cheat. I got a
genetic screen done to see how I’d test. The genetic results were
fine, but I went through the data and saw I’d fail the C-5 test,
markers missing from some barely used genes that guide behaviour.
I could see I’d fail, but those old fucks couldn’t. I knew what they
needed a psycho-pharma test to know. How fucked is that? The
exact reason why I should be genetic director, understanding how
people all fit together, is how I figured out I wouldn’t get hired.
Fucking bullshit.” Taking a deep breath in, Kennedy’s control
started to give into the chemicals floating around his brain.
“Are you sure you would have failed?” Cora softened her tone,
her stance.
“One hundred percent. But those first-geners are clumsily put
together, inefficient combinations of genes making them
inherently less than me. I knew I could I get around their bullshit.
“Back in university,” Kennedy let his words roll out, Cora
remaining silent. “I took a history course on pharmacology preQuantum Bomb and the Psycho-Pharma Revolution, back when
drugs were these mysterious, shot-in-the-dark compounds. There
were these old C-5s -- random compounds that popped up in types
of fungus -- that caused some of the ego quieting and disengaged
thinking that modern C-5s do. But they were fucking messy,
unpredictable, and illegal for a long time. The early iterations of
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psycho-pharma experimented with them, seeing if it could treat
depression and other mental shit, stumbling into the theory for
psycho-pharma. I had to do a project on their trials, and when they
tested it on depressives, there was always a percentage that wouldn’t
react to the primitive C-5s.” Lifting his head, Kennedy smiled
weakly at no one.
“I learnt this years ago, but when I got my genetic screening
results back, I went and dug up what I could, tried to see if there
was a way to block the C-5s from working.”
“And you found one?” Feeling a bubble of sympathy for
Kennedy, Cora sat beside him against the bed.
“Sure did. When they ran the trials, people knew fuck all about
treating depression and used a class of drugs called SSRIs. Any
effect they had turned out to be a placebo, and as psycho-pharma
developed, SSRIs got ditched and forgotten about as useless drugs.
But it turns out, all the depressives who weren’t affected by the
primitive C-5s were on large doses of SSRIs. Both drugs competed
for the same receptors.” At this point, Kennedy fell into a type of
trance, pouring out a truth that had never existed outside of his
head before.
“So, I figured ifI could get some SSRIs and take a bunch before
the exam, I could lie right through it and they’d never know. But it’s
not like SSRIs are easy to get, they stopped being produced eons
ago, and if I tried to use a chem-synth to make them, there’d be a
hard trail ofevidence ifI got investigated. I couldn’t ask for help or
try to track them down online, or anything. There’d be a trail
everywhere. There was only one option. I had to find some old,
preserved SSRIs without anyone seeing me get them. The only
place they’d be, the only place I could dig them up, was The
Floods.”
Kennedy paused, taking a deep breath in and lifting his head. He
still couldn’t look at Cora. At the mention ofThe Floods, her heart
skipped a beat; in holos, The Floods were a place filled with danger:
feral looters, wild animals, dangerous chemicals left behind from a
toxic past.
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“I convinced a couple of friends to go on a trip with me to a
Naturalist town close to The Floods. They’re always encouraging
us to go slumming, see how everyone else lives before making
choices for them. IfI got investigated, it wouldn’t look unusual, so
long as I wasn’t by myself. Once we got to the Naturalist camp, I
started dosing my friends with Malopram -- not a ton, without the
GH-alt, Malopram is hell; if you’re happy all the time, sure, feeling
sad for a couple hours can be fun, but ifyou’re an apt-1, we’re in the
negative emotion spectrum enough as it is. Adding Malopram into
the mix fucking sucks. But I guess you’d understand.”
Kennedy shook his head again and stared at the wall. “An apt-2
without the GH-alt, what the fuck were your parents thinking?” It
was a question that cut at Cora. Looking back down again, he
continued his story.
“I started talking all the time with my buddies about stresses
back home -- the coming exams, the competitive fields they were in,
romantic issues -- whatever stressed them out. Between the
suggestions and Malopram, they didn’t last long in the Naturalist
town. They became little bundles of stress and bailed, leaving me
behind. With them gone, the only other tie I had left was my pet,
that old Veles fox.” Kennedy sniffed and wiped under his nose.
“I didn’t want to,” his speech sped up, a hint ofpanic to it. “But
they could pry into his memory, find out what I had been up to ifI
got investigated. If I made Lucky go private, there’d be this
suspicious chunk of black time. Either way, they’d figure it out.
The Naturalists drive their own cars, run their own equipment. It
wasn’t hard to do, physically at least. Standing behind him, making
sure I couldn’t be recorded, I pushed it into an oncoming car.”
Kennedy’s chest rose and fell with a long sigh, his eyes staring at the
ground again. “Then, by myself and without a pet, I hiked out to
The Floods.
“It isn’t like in the holos. The Floods are empty, no one lives
there -- they can’t. It’s just stretches of ruins poking out of the
ocean, a few islands covered in decaying buildings. The animals
leave it alone, too. The drone looters killed enough ofthem to scare
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them off, or maybe it’s cause it feels like a fucking graveyard. I don’t
know. But The Floods are empty, what’s in holos is just Sundance
bullshit.
“I borrowed a canoe from the Naturalists and set off, heading
towards one of the islands. I had to drag the fucking thing for a
solid day and camp out on the shore before heading into the ruins.
It was something else, watching the sunrise over The Floods. All
these old buildings were bleached white from the sun, casting
shadows onto the waves. I’ve never been somewhere like that
before. It was strange, looking at the skeletons of the old world. It
made me realize how much was abandoned, how much work and
effort and planning got swallowed up because people couldn’t
figure out the world. I’ve been through Ego Diminishment and
Empathy Outreach psycho-pharma treatments, but somehow,
canoeing through The Floods was more profound. That shouldn’t
be possible, but it happened. I realized that people’s lack of
understanding and ability had a huge fucking cost, and all ofus lost
something because ofit.
“Anyways,” Kennedy said, shaking his head and finding his
footing in the story again. “I spent days rummaging through the
old islands, looking for a pharmacy. I found a few, but everything
was degraded to shit, the SSRIs puddles of chalk. But I couldn’t
stop, even if it meant sleeping in a tent and eating fucking
MegaNutriBars for a week. But it worked out after a few days. I
finally found a bottle in a half-buried drug store, inside ofa cabinet
covered with mud and sealed off from the elements.” Kennedy
chuckled. “The drug I found was called ‘Prozac’.”
After a silence settled around them, marking the end of
Kennedy’s story, Cora asked, “Why are you telling me this? If you
went to all this trouble, why are you telling me this?”
Looking at his cousin, green eyes finding brown, with a weak,
tired smile, Kennedy said, “Because you’re the only person I can
tell. You could tell whoever you want, and they wouldn’t believe
you. By default, you’re a liar.”
“What?”
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“An apt-2 without the GH-alt isn’t trustworthy. All the psychopharma drugs for apt-2s are made with the GH-alt in mind. Alt-1s
have their own, created with the emotional spectrum all alt-1s fall
in. Ifthey try to drag the truth out ofyou with C-5s, it’ll be seen as
inaccurate -- a wild mix ofemotions created by hodgepodge genetic
makeup.”
“Oh,” Cora murmured, not sure what to make of Kennedy’s
statement; ifit was an insult or not.
“You’re not part of this time, Cora. You’re a leftover from the
past, and the past isn’t understood, so it isn’t trustworthy, so it has
no value.”
“So, I’m not valued…” Cora let the words trail off, speaking a
truth she felt every time she left home.
Kennedy let the silence reply for him before adding, “Don’t hate
yourself. Just because they don’t value you, doesn’t mean you’re
worthless. You’re better than the other apt-2s, you can at least really
want things, they can’t; that drive is reserved for apt-1s. You can do
more, be more. Don’t settle, Cora. Work for something, find some
meaning somewhere.” Kennedy laughed. “Get a job! Be an apt-2
who works, that would be fucking hilarious!”
The sting oftears started to press under Cora’s eyes. It was her to
turn to look away, hiding her eyes.
“You don’t believe that, Kennedy. I’ve known you whole my
life, and you’ve never once had a real conversation with me till right
now. You’re just drunk and remaxed.”
“I sure as fuck believe that,” Kennedy assured her. “I don’t talk
to you because I can’t. We live in separate worlds and I can’t cross
into yours, it would look bad.”
The weight of the moment became too much, squeezing on
Cora’s throat until she started to sob. Kennedy reached across and
lifted her chin, forcing their eyes to meet; it was the first time they
had ever touched.
“Look at it like this.” The marble features of Kennedy’s face
softened into flesh. Red lined his green irises -- the colours of
Christmas -- as his own tears formed. “You live in a world ofpets, of
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people who are happy to be domesticated, but you’re still feral.
They can’t figure you out because you’re still wild. You know how
awesome that is?” He smiled, the tears quivering on the base of his
eyelids. “I love you, cousin, and I wish I could show that better, but
you know I can’t.”
The two cousins hugged each other, sinking into the weight of
one another. Crawling out from underneath the sheets, Stray
joined them with a headbutt against Cora’s hair. Pulling away,
Kennedy looked at the cat.
“I can see why you like Stray so much.” Reaching across, he
petted Cora’s cat.

The details of that night were clear in Cora’s mind; she had
relived it enough times to cement them to her neurons. Haunted
by the ghosts of emotions from that night, she pulled out her
phone and sent a message to Esme, How did you get that memory
from Stray? It still didn’t make sense to Cora. Stray’s mind had been
shattered, the fragments of it stored with Cora’s digital memories
and hidden behind the graphic ofa drawn cat. What remained, the
fragments ofcode, were useless. Before Esme’s reply appeared, Felix
returned into the room, the determined look still on his face.
Putting away her phone, Cora asked, “Still no luck?”
“‘Fraid not,” Felix huffed. “It’s a real mess back there, though. I
have way too many animals and I’m no good at organizing things.”
Staring at the tiger mouse on the counter, Felix offered, “How
about this. Why don’t you come back here and help me look, and if
we find a B.W.L. Stray, I’ll trade you straight up for that tiger
mouse? Fair?” He raised an eyebrow, waiting for her response.
“Sounds good to me,” Cora agreed. “Do you think she’s back
there?”
“I don’t know. I hope so, and I think so. But I’m such a
scatterbrain sometimes.” Felix lifted the panel, creating a path for
Cora to follow him into the back room. “Let’s see if we can find
her.”
Felix hadn’t lied: The backroom was a mess. The cement room
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was filled with tall shelves, animals stuffed onto them in cluttered
piles. It was even dimmer, dustier than the storefront.
“I’ll take this end.” Felix nodded towards one side of the room.
“And you take the other. Sound good?” He moved towards one
shelfand started peering into the clutter ofcreatures.
“How do you have so many animals?” Cora asked as she started
looking in her section, pushing away a falcon and a monkey, hoping
Stray sat behind them.
“I keep lookin’ for old ones and don’t sell what I already have. It
builds up over the years.” Facing a pile of tiny, neon rabbits, Felix
inquired, “I gotta ask, why are you trading in a year old quBix for
an old o-model? IfI remember correctly, the B.W.L. Stay can’t even
communicate with other machines -- pretty bare bones on
features.”
“I had one as a kid. She was my favorite pet.” Standing on her
tiptoes, Cora looked past a miniature buffalo with a soft body; it's
simple colours and physical features made it look like a cartoon.
“Ah, nostalgia,” Felix chuckled. “I know the feeling. And you
don’t have your original stored somewhere? At your parent’s house
maybe? You’d be surprised how many people have a pet stored
away somewhere that they’ve forgotten about.”
Cora paused. “No.” She shook her head. “Definitely not. My
original is gone, for sure.”
Made curious by the tone of her words, Felix turned around,
looked at Cora and asked, “What happened to her?”
Refusing to look at him, Cora went back to searching, replying
only with, “nothing really, she broke down, company went under,
couldn’t find a repairman.” She lied.
“Ah.” The answer satisfied Felix. Turning back around, he
added, “Used to happen all the time.”
As they rummaged through the messy room, looking for a cat in
a stack of animals, the truth pried into Cora’s memory, making her
acknowledge a memory she spent a long time hiding from:
The first sign that something had been wrong came as they
pulled into the driveway of her Uncle’s house. All the devices Cora
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and her family had on them, including Harper’s Pebo Pengwen and
Evie’s Pebo Halonic Hynx, emitted a low-tone chime: the sound of
entering into full privacy area. In all the times they had visited her
Uncle’s, Cora never heard that chime as they pulled into the
driveway. Looking down at Stray, she had pulled the cat closer to
her.
In the months since Kennedy’s graduation, the two families
hadn’t seen each other, not even by projection. One family
continued as they had before, Cora slogging through her first
semester ofhigh school, Evie and Harper adjusting to life on U.B.I.
For the other family, nothing was the same as before. Overnight,
they became political celebrities -- shining stars to the apt-1s,
invisible to everyone else -- turning their life into a constant tribute
to Kennedy. The invitation to come over for dinner seemed, at
first, like a return to normalcy. But as the family stepped out ofthe
car, Cora felt the weight of something else permeate the air. Stray
looked around, her eyes wide, searching for something hiding in
the shadows. The front door opened as they approached the house.
In a bizarre gesture offormality, Brandon, Sophie, and Kennedy
with his pet -- a new Veles Romus, an obsidian dog, skinny and
stylized like the Annu, but lacking any facial features, the only
thing interrupting its darkness the glowing Veles logo -- stood in a
row inside the front entrance, waiting.
“What’s up?” Harper asked, looking to his brother.
“We need to talk.” Brandon’s face was stone -- emotionless,
coarse, rigid.
“Clearly,” Evie looked towards the other two, but Sophie kept
her head down; Kennedy stared with indifference towards Cora
and her cat.
It didn’t take long to understand what was going on: Kennedy,
after an inconsistency between his genetic screen and behavioral
results, was being investigated for academic misconduct. Brandon,
with no shortage of words, insisted Kennedy’s future wouldn’t be
jeopardized. And, yes, Brandon admitted, he did cheat. So what? If
he beat the system, shouldn’t he run it? No one else talked as
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Brandon insisted that they wouldn’t find out, they couldn’t -Kennedy was too smart, hiding his tracks.
“But there’s one loose thread,” Brandon said as he looked
towards Stray. Her ears went flat.
“What?” Cora held the cat against her chest, her arms locking
into place.
“Kennedy told us about talking to you, and that Stray was in the
room.”
“So what?” Cora stepped backwards, placing herselfcloser to the
door. “He put the privacy on in the room.”
“It’s an old model, it can’t communicate with other machines. It
recorded the whole thing.” Brandon spat, his face filling with
anger. “Give me the cat, Cora.”
“No,” Cora said firmly, trying to be an adult and failing. “You
can’t, you can’t get rid ofher memories without killing her.”
“It’s a robot.” Brandon moved forward, his steps heavy, his body
wide and and intimidating. “Robots aren’t alive.”
“Now hang on.” Harper moved between his daughter and
brother with an arm outstretched, a calm to his voice. “Let’s talk
about this Brandon. You don’t need to take Cora’s cat. They’re not
going to search her, no way.” Shaking his head, despite being older,
Harper looked small next to Brandon.
“They’ll dig into everything, and if they scan its mind they’ll
find out. Give me the cat.” Pushing his chest forward and bearing
down, Brandon wanted Harper to know how small he was.
“Sophie?” Evie looked past the two men towards her sister-inlaw, a look of disgust and disbelief on her face. “Come on here,
what are you guys doing?”
Sophie didn’t move, didn’t say a thing.
“I’m not going to let you take Stray.” Harper shifted his posture,
placing himselfbetween the two -- becoming a wall.
“I have invested everything to build my son,” Brandon growled.
“Everything. Every dollar I’ve ever made, every hour ofmy life. You
have no idea how much we spent on his alterations.” His voice rose
into anger. “I will not lose that because ofa cheap fucking robot.”
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“Look.” Harper wasn’t intimidated -- he had taught Brandon
how to spit words. “Kennedy cheated. He shouldn’t be director,
deal with it. He’ll be fine, he’ll get placed in something else.”
Whatever restraint Brandon had shown before, broke.
Everything about him -- his voice, body, and the burning anger on
his face -- filled the room. “If he gets caught, he’ll have nothing -academic misconduct will make him a fucking apt-2, an apt-2
without GH. You might be fine with your runt having a piece of
shit life, but you will not, will not, do that to my son!” The words
were bullets, colliding into Harper and tearing him to shreds.
“Brandon…” Harper shook his head as their family cracked.
“We’re leaving.”
“Fuck off.” Brandon snapped, thrusting his arms and knocking
Harper to the ground.
In the moment, it all happened so fast; in memory, it crawled
through time like a slug in mud:
Cora, shaking, squeezed Stray as hard as she could, but the cat
panicked; the old quantum paths from when she first activated -all the fear and panic from her organic model -- fired up. She
scratched Cora’s arms, drawing blood and breaking her grip, and
launched herself onto the floor. Stray’s back was low, her eyes
panicked, tail and ears flat, as she bolted for somewhere, anywhere.
Across the room, Kennedy looked at his Veles. The animal knew
what to do. With effortless speed-- its narrow, pawless legs almost
gliding over the ground -- the Veles cut off the cat’s path, pressing
down on her, pinning her closer to Brandon.
“Kennedy!” Tears rolled down Cora’s face as she yelled at her
cousin, pleading with him to stop the animal. “Kennedy please!”
Kennedy looked at her, their eyes connecting, but his face was
vacant.
With nowhere to run, Brandon grabbed Stray by the scruff, the
animal hissing, screaming, flailing in his grip. Avoiding Evie and
Harper, he stormed down the staircase with the cat, slamming the
basement door behind him. When Harper rushed into the
basement moments later, Brandon had already smashed Stray to
bits.
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When they walked back into their home that night, something
had changed. The small house, filled with all the mementos and
meaning the three of them filled it with, didn’t feel like home; the
mementos and decorations seemed strange, hokey, stupid.
Suffering her first loss, Cora rode waves of despair into her
bedroom, crashing onto the bed with heaving sobs. Cora’s mind
was drenched in a way she had never felt before -- sadness and anger
crashing together, turning into hate and decaying into despair. All
she could do was cry, picturing the fear on Stray’s face over and over
again. More than anything, she wanted the cat to crawl out from
under the bed -- her hiding spot -- and headbutt her. But Stray
couldn’t. She was gone. Smashed apart by her uncle.
Evie walked into the room, her face blurry from crying, too, and
sat beside her daughter. She went to run her fingers through Cora’s
hair, a gesture that used to soothe Cora as a child, but Cora
wouldn’t let her. Snapping upright, she glared hatred at her mother
with the same eyes as Evie’s.
“Don’t touch me,” Cora howled at her.
The storm in Cora’s mind was too much, pulsating and forcing
waves ofemotion through her body she didn’t want. She wanted to
feel nothing. She wanted to feel happy all of the time like the
people she went to school with. She didn’t want any ofit.
“You did this to me!” Cora sobbed, her chest heaving and
shaking. “I don’t want to feel this!”
“Baby…” Evie started to fall into her own storm. Leaning
forward, she went to pull Cora towards her, but again, Cora reeled
away.
“Why didn’t you just pick the GH option?” Something broke in
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Cora, letting her fall into her mother’s arms, becoming a child
again. “I don’t want this!”
Evie stroked Cora’s hair and kissed her head, mascara running
down her face in little black globes.
“I’m so sorry, baby, I’m so sorry,” Evie breathed out, trying to
comfort her daughter as they rocked back and forth.
“Why didn’t you make me happy?” Cora asked as she pulled
away, pleading with her eyes at Evie.
“Cora.” Every memory of Cora bubbled through Evie’s head -fourteen years of an intense love she never knew could exist until
had she held Cora in the delivery room. “If we picked the GH
option, or any other option, we wouldn’t have picked you.” Sobs
choked her words. “And I love you so much. How could I pick
anyone else?”
While his family weathered a storm above him, Harper sat with
the broken cat, trying to extract what was left of her mind -fragments spared from Brandon’s fists -- and made a file with an
icon ofa graphic, drawn cat.
Felix’s voice broke the focused quiet and pulled Cora out of the
pit of memory. Before, lost in memory, the animals on the shelves
were just shapes her mind scanned through while her self was
snagged in the past. With his voice, the room came back into focus;
his question pulled her back into the moment:
“I don’t mean to be rude, but I can ask you something?” Felix
stopped sear- ching, faced Cora, and stood awkwardly across the
room.
“Sure?”
“Again, I’m not trying to be rude, but are you an unaltered
conception?” Like a Christmas light, his face became instantly red
with embarrassment. “Sorry, ifI’m being rude.”
Cora hesitated, deciding if she wanted to pass or not. Then it
clicked: Felix was unaltered, too. She had been too busy with her
own thoughts to notice, but all the signs were there: his weight, the
flustered nature, the bad jokes.
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“Ya, I am,” she admitted.
“I knew it!” Relief washed over him. “When I saw you crying, I
suspected, but when you laughed earlier and I saw your teeth, I
knew for sure. I am, too.” He nodded. “It can be tough.”
“Ya,” Cora agreed, smiling as she did. “It sure can.”
“Then you can see what’s really going on, too. Right?” Felix
went back to searching, comfort softening his words.
“I’m not sure what you mean,” Cora replied, moving to another
shelftucked into the back corner and starting at the top.
“With the apt-1s? Whenever I try to tell anyone, they look at me
like I’m crazy, but they just can’t see it. It’s the GH-alt, it has to
be…”
For the next few minutes while Cora moved down the rows,
Felix fell into a verbal waterfall, explaining an elaborate conspiracy
theory: According to Felix, humanity had been involved in a secret
war with a reptilian alien species for millienna, but the reptiles were
winning. They hated humanity so much because we could think in
a way they couldn’t, a way that allowed humans to build A.I.s,
which the reptiles wanted. See, elaborated Felix, the reptiles could
live for a very long time, but weren’t immortal, and they wanted to
be. So they enslaved humanity, brainwashing them with drugs and
genetics, so that humans would build the technology for the
reptiles to upload their consciousness into robots and A.I. systems.
Then, warned Felix, because they hated us so much, they would do
away with all humanity. But because he knew -- he had found out
about the reptiles in an old book he told Cora about -- he could tell
others, and they could change the tide.
The lunacy ofhis ideas was thick, full ofinconsistencies, making
connections where there were none. Cora just listened, knowing
there was no point in arguing. As she searched through the middle
rows, she knew what Felix was doing: constructing a world where
he had value; it was his way of feeling control where he had none.
The world had twisted up Felix, it had twisted up Cora, too, but in
a different direction. But Cora knew the truth about the apt-1s:
they didn’t hate the apt-2s, they were indifferent. Felix invented a
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villian, someone or something that hated him, so that at least
someone cared about him. Cora let him talk.
On the bottom row ofthe back shelf, a familiar shape quickened
Cora’s heart. Holding her breath, she bent slowly down to the
bottom row. Her patience evaporating, Cora dug her hands into
clutter, the world freezing around her as she did. The moment
Cora had been waiting for floated in front ofher, but it was still on
the edges oftangibility. Staring into the shelf, Cora wanted the past
to collide into the present, forming a new future. Once she was
close enough, back hunched, arms pressed into the mess, she felt
the collision.
The shadows hid details and colour, but Cora couldn’t forget
the big ears, the crooked whiskers, and the tiny head that made up
the obscured animal. She found Stray. Reaching further into the
shelf, the familiar feel of Stray’s fur caused Cora to let out her
breath. Pulling the animal into the light, the lifeless, stiff body
came into full view.
“I found her!” Cora shouted across the room. “Felix, I found
her!” The little ember of hope she had been carrying all day lit up.
Everything -- Kai, Willis, the memories ofKennedy and his family -were squashed by the animal in her arms.
“You did!” Felix came jogging around the row of shelves. “I
knew she was here. I might not remember everything, but I always
remember selling a critter -- maybe it’s because I sell so few.
“Alright,” Felix stopped in front ofher, waving a display window
into existence. “Now, I can’t make any paw-mises.” He looked at a
Cora with a grin. She rolled her eyes. “But I reckon she should work
alright. Let me run a system check on her.” Moving through
menus, Felix paused for a moment. “Hang on, it’ll take a couple
minutes. I need to set-up a virtual cord to interface, that is the pain
with models that can’t communicate -- everything takes longer.”
As Felix set-up a connection and checked through Stray’s
systems, Cora’s phone alerted her to a new message. With hands
full, Cora made the unlock pattern with her eyes, bringing up a
display window in front ofher face. There was a new message from
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Esme:

Hey kiddo, I wasn’t sure ifthe memory would ruin the surprise,
but I guess it doesn’t really matter, right? Surprise! I got you a
couple Christmas presents. Don’t feel obligated to get me anything -me need something? Ya right! Anyhoo, I attached a couple files to
the message. I’m sure you figured it out, but one of them is a
memory and behaviour rebuild of Stray. I bet you thought it was
impossible, right? Not for me, champ! The farm spends big bucks on
their A.I. systems -- we can do anything!Even Christmas miracles!I
know you’re the queen of small talk, but don’t mention this to
anyone at work. It’s not exactly company policy to use their super
pricey systems to rebuild cats. I won’t tell ifyou don’t, deal? As for
the second gift, it’s a news story! Kidding, but not really. The gift
isn’t so much the news story, but what it’s about. That’s all I’m
sayin’!I gotta leave some surprises, right? But ya, it’s a ghost town at
the farm, you sure you don’t want me to drop in for Christmas? I
know I want to, but ifyou want to be all sad and shit by yourself,
who am Ito interrupt that party? Anyways, enjoy the gifts Cora!
-- From Esme, with love.
P.S: Because fuck them, right? (It’ll make more sense once you see
the news story ;)
Cora only had to read the headline to know what Esme had
done: The Future Director ofGenetic Analysis and Strategy Forced
to Resign Amid Scandal! Cora didn’t bother to watch the story; she
didn’t care enough.
“Alright,” Felix cut in. “Looks like everything is in working
order, let me disconnect and you should be good to activate her.”
He started to close the display windows.
“Wait a sec,” Cora said urgently as she pulled up the icon of a
drawn cat. “Don’t disconnect yet. I got memories and behaviours I
want to upload.” The drawn cat hovered above the lifeless B.W.L.
Stray.
“Huh.” Felix scratched his head. “You’re full of surprises. She
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must mean a lot to you if you’ve been carrying those files around
for all those years.”
Cora didn’t respond; she was too focused on passing over the
data to Felix. “Got it?” She asked.
“You know it,” Felix replied as the strings of code passed
through the air and into the machine Cora held. “Alrighty, give her
ear a tug and you’ve got yourself a new pet, well, an old pet. You
know what I mean.”
Pressing the soft, copper fur and synthetic skin between her
fingers, Cora pulled on the cat’s ear. Electric life surged through the
animal, waking her muscles and resurrecting her mind. The black
eyes filled with green irises and slitted pupils. With her eyes fixed to
Cora’s face, after decades, Stray sniffed the air with her orange nose.
“Stray!” Cora exclaimed, lifting the cat towards her face. Stray
head butted her face, the cat’s long whiskers brushing against Cora’s
cheek as the feeling of home rushed through both of them.
Holding her cat, Cora was overwhelmed with joy realizing that she
wasn’t going to spend Christmas alone; she had Stray and Esme.
“Fur-tastic!”
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